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CHAPTER I

THE PLAN OP THE STUDY

Introduction

Providing effective community leadership for public

decisions which are vital to the continuous improvement of

schools has been a perplexing problem in the field of edu-

cational administration. The forces most important in the

formulation of important public policies for education are

difficult to identify. Educational leaders are not alone in

the task of identifying forces which tend to shape commu-

nity decision-making. Professionals in the fields of agri-

culture, social work, public health, hospital administra-

tion, and city management — to name a few — face similar

problems of how to move toward more progressively favorable

decisions. In 1953, a landmark of research by sociologist

Floyd Hunter (13) opened up an entirely new approach to

empirical analysis of the decision-making process. At the

same time, it stimulated renewed interest in the attempts

of the related fields of political science and education

1
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to analyze and to determine operational patterns for

decision-making

.

Much of the past research in educational administra-

tion has been concerned with various technical aspects of

management. During the past decade , beginning with research

conducted in W. K. Kellogg-sponsored Cooperative Programs in

Educational Administration Centers , there has been an

increasing interest in problems of human behavior in the

field of educational administration. There is need for the

educational administrator (and for the public administrator)

to become increasingly aware of the crucial leadership

forces that influence policy decisions in both educational

and noneducational affairs in the local administrative unit

context.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to (a) identify the

most influential leaders in a county unit; (b) determine

operational patterns utilized by leaders to influence policy

decisions; (c) reveal the structure of leadership within the

county; and (d) test procedures for the larger field project

being planned by the Department of Educational Administration,

Supervision, and Field Services of the University of Florida.
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Inasmuch as a number of school systems, especially

in the South, are administered on a county unit basis, this

research study proposed to identify influential leaders in

a selected county and to analyze some of their behavior pat-

terns with relation to certain recent issues both educa-

tional and noneducational that required policy decisions at

the county level. Who were the persons Who exerted influ-

ence in the establishment of educational and noneducational

decisions? What degree of influence was apparent among

these leaders? What were some important patterns of inter-

action which occurred with reference to selected issues,

projects, or problems?

Definition of Terms

Issues* problems of controversy within the past three
years that have been of county-wide significance,
in the establishment of public policy.

Influence * the relative degree of known participation in
decision-making on county-wide problems, projects,
or issues by persons who seek to control decisions.

Leaders * the individuals who cure attributed the most influ-
ence in connection with selected problems, projects,
or issues by the use of the procedures in this
study.

Informal group * an aggregate of individuals possessing cer-
tain interests, values, and concerns in common but
no formal structure or organization.
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Formal group : an organized group Whose common interests
find expression in a definite structure or
organization.

Review of Related Research

Techniques to identify the leaders who exert the

most influence on decision-making have been consnonly

focused around two general approaches! (a) positional, and

(b) reputational. The "positional" approach tends to iden-

tify "formal," or status leadership; whereas the "reputa-

tional" approach tends to identify those in "informal" roles.

In the "positional" approach, leaders have been dis-

covered and identified on the basis of formal status in the

economic or political-civic structures. Sociological studies

of communities, such as those by the Lynds (17, 18) in the

mid-1920's and 1930's were among the most noteworthy early

contributions to this type of approach. Stouffer (26) later

utilized top political and civic instead of economic deter-

minants for identifying status elites. Recently, C. Wright

Mills (19) has described the individuals in top positions at

the national level as a means of identifying those who make

crucial power decisions.

In the "reputational" approach, the top leaders have

been determined by nominations of presumably knowledgeable
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"informants," or "judges." The theoretical formulation of

this original concept whereby members of the community under

study have done the determining was developed by Weber (32),

with a debt to Warner (30, 31). The use of "mass socio-

metric techniques involving randomly selected cross-sections

of local populations has been challenged by the "elite socio-

metric techniques of Angell (4) and by Hunter (13) , because

of the more simplified field technique of nominating leaders

by the use of "juries" of knowledgeable ‘informants" in the

local community. The advantages of such an approach were

that it was easier to carry out in the field and capable of

being standardized for a series of studies of a large number

of cities at the same time. Criticisms by some sociologists

and a number of political scientists have centered around

the vagueness by which Hunter's "informants" were selected.

In addition, Kaufman and Jones (15) and political scientists

such as Rossi (23) and Dahl (8) have argued that Hunter's

methodology tends to define "potential" rather than "actual"

power structure, that the design tends to slight the influ-

ence of local government officials for civic-community and

voluntary association spheres of community activities, and

that what emerges under Hunter's interpretation as a sternly

monolithic organization of top leaders in Regional City may
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actually be far more pluralistic than Hunter recognized.

The use of "decision-socioraetry " has been favored

particularly by Robert Dahl (8) and other political scien-

tists as a better method of describing "actual" power

relationships. Chiefly reported have been single-case-

study approaches focused on a particular issue in a com-

munity. The technique has been the least systematic type,

however.

Probably the most significant result of Hunter's

study (13) has been the impetus given to further empirical

studies and the recognition of the need for consideration

of some kind of inter-disciplinary research design or

methodology for identifying patterns of leadership.

Some educators were also becoming aware of the need

to study the problem of community leadership patterns in

the early 1950 *s. The Southern States Cooperative Program

in Educational Administration sponsored a series of studies

of Cheatham County, Tennessee. Studies by Wilson (33) and

Kimbrough (16) were two important examples of such empirical

research in which an analysis of issues and an adaptation of

the reputational approach were developed to identify leaders

and to discern the nature and operation of the top leader-

ship structure in that particular county.
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Limitations of the Study

This study was limited to the identification of

county-wide leaders and the patterns of decision-making in

the selected county. It did not focus upon purely local

problems limited to one geographical area within the county.

Patterns of leadership in Negro subcommunities were not

examined.

This was a case study of a selected county in Flor-

ida. There had been a slightly declining population in

the county for the past several decades. This county could

be characterized in a general way by relative homogeneity in

politics (a one-party system was predominant) , and was

classified as primarily rural or rural nonfarm, but with

some economic diversification. Yet the county could not be

considered as a "typical" county in Florida, if indeed such

a term could be applied scientifically to a specific politi-

cal unit within the state. In fact, the case study does not

necessarily lend itself readily to citing clearly points of

comparison or differences between the leadership structure

of this county with others. Nevertheless, this can become

a further contribution to the growing number of empirical

field studies designed to investigate and furnish valuable

leads for understanding patterns of leadership operating in

the local administrative (county) unit.
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Procedures of the Study

General procedures

The "reputational" and "issues-interview" tech-

niques for the identification and analysis of behavior of

leaders have been suggested by Hunter (13) , Wilson (33), and

Kimbrough (16) • The general procedures were an outgrowth

of the "power attribution" technique reported by various

researchers in political science and sociology (1, 3, 5,

13, 20, 22, 23, 24). "Power attribution" was a measure of

influence of leaders derived by using opinions of "well-

informed" people for establishing a rank order and then

intearviewing leaders so identified. This study proposed to

adapt the "reputational" approach of Hunter (13) and to

incorporate certain measures suggested by Wilson and Kim-

brough, along with some of the ideas suggested by Agger

(1, 2, 3) in his interview questionnaire of community

behavior in policy formation.

Selectlon of
...

the
,

.county foy study

The criteria for the selection of the county studied

were (a) preliminary approval of the county superintendent

of schools, and (b) a county of relatively small population.

Consideration was given to severed county systems. The
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approval of the superintendent of schools for the county

selected was obtained. To fulfill the commitment not to

identify the name of the county studied, the fictitious name

Southern County has been used to refer to the county

k

throughout the report.

Preliminary information obtained

U.S. Census Bureau data for 1940, 1950, and 1960

(27, 28, 29), and area studies by First Research Corporation

for the Florida Development Commission were examined for

pertinent background information for Southern County. To

protect the anonymity of the county, no specific references

have been cited.

Newspapers published in the county during recent

years similarly provided much valuable material pertaining

to this study, but likewise had to remain anonymous.

Selection of well-informed residents

Several exploratory interviews were conducted in

Southern County to select a nucleus group of five well-

informed persons. These five original informants were rep-

resentatives of agricultural, educational, financial, poli-

tical, and civic interests. Their active but diverse roles

presumably brought them into contact with these representa-

tive affairs and with leadership throughout the county.
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The original informants, in turn, were asked to

nominate from four to six well-informed residents in each

of five geographical areas into which the county was

arbitrarily divided. At least one well-informed nominee

from each geographical area was interviewed.

Selection of status officials

A majority of members of the county commission, the

county board of education, the county board of school trus-

tees, and several other status officials in the formal

political structure were interviewed. The reason for the

choice of status officials in the process was that they were

positions to feel the influence of leaders in decisions.

Furthermore, the county commissioners and county board of

education members each met residence requirements in one of

the five designated geographic areas of Southern County even

though elected on a county-wide basis.

Rossi (22:11) has pointed out that "knowledge about

inner workings of government and central institutions

should best come from those in close contact with the

decision-making rather than from the general public."

Belknap and Smuckler (6:74) noted that people inac-

tive in community public affairs have tended to single out

formal leaders or status officials in public office and high
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prestige positions as "roost important." On the other hand,

actives tended to cite informal leaders more often.

By including both well-informed actives in county

affairs and status officials involved in or associated with

those in formal positions for decision-making, the study was

designed to identify the presumed real leaders of Southern

County, regardless of their position in formal or informal

leadership roles in the decision-making process. A total of

thirty-one interviews was conducted in the identification of

leaders

.

Interview Guide A

Interview Guide A, as shown in Appendix A, was used

only with the five original informants. This form was used

to gather data about the informants themselves and to record

information about their participation in various formal

organizations characteristic of the county for civic, reli-

gious, or similar interests. The Guide was used to discover

whether any of these formal organizations played an impor-

tant role in the county’s decision-making process and, if

so, which ones tended to be most influential . Agger and

Ostrom (3:82) had noted that one particular civic organiza-

tion was the instrument for much of the community activities

of the most influential leaders identified in their study.
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By Interview Guide A, information was sought about

the most important issues (or problems and projects) of

county-wide concern that had been resolved within the past

several years, or might have to be decided in the near

future. One of the unforeseen difficulties with the pro-

cedures initially planned for this study was the seeming

lack of overt issues which so frequently divide leadership

structure in democratic society into open controversies.

However, one issue and certain problems and projects char-

acteristic of a number of counties in Florida were obtained

for inclusion in the subsequent development of the ques-

tionnaire section of Interview Guide B, as shown in Appen-

dix B.

The use of Interview Guide A with the five original

informants requested information regarding which persons in

the county they would choose to make up groups of leaders

whose decisions nearly everyone would accept (a) with regard

to issues which might come before the board of education,

(b) with regard to issues which might come before the county

commission, and (c) with regard to any other matters of

county-wide importance or general welfare. Any of those who

tended to work together were to be indicated.

The original informants were then asked to name in
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order of importance the topmost influential leaders in

county affairs. Space was provided for the ranking of at

least ten leaders.

Lastly , each of the original informants, as men-

tioned under “Selection of Well-Informed Residents," was

asked to list from four to six other well-informed residents

like himself who lived in each of the five designated geo-

graphical areas of Southern County. However, only two to

five residents were nominated by each of these original

informants. Since a number of these nominees were already

scheduled to be interviewed in the formal political struc-

ture, the writer obtained permission to amend the proposed

selection of other well-informed residents on the basis of

most frequent nomination in favor of placing all of them on

a preliminary list, as explained in the following section.

Development of a preliminary list
of leaders or persons .informed
about problems , projects , issues .

and leadership in the county

In the original plan of the study, there was to be

developed a "Preliminary List of Leaders" by the cross-

validation of names of leaders obtained from (a) the five

original informants, and (b) the most frequently nominated

well-informed resident who was interviewed in each geograph-

ical area. This plan was amended, as noted in the previous
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section, to develop a “Preliminary List of Leaders or Per-

sons Informed about Problems, Projects, Issues, and Leader-

ship. " There were several reasons for this decision:

(a) limited nominations for both well-informed residents

and for county leaders by the original informants? (b) a

number of duplications of the names obtained with those

scheduled to be interviewed in the formal political struc-

ture? and (c) concern that the list of leaders might be

restricted too soon.

In carrying out this decision for the inclusion of

all well-informed residents, another problem had to be con-

sidered. Several persons in formal political positions who

were scheduled to be interviewed were neither nominated as

influential leaders nor as well-informed residents. There-

fore, of considerable significance to the procedures of this

study, these names were also added, with the permission of

the doctoral committee. The justification for this proce-

dure included these reasons: (a) the reliability of inform-

ants’ views that some formal county leaders were not really

too influential in county-wide decision-making could be

checked? (b) the situational dynamics of personal inter-

viewing in a small county might be strengthened by having

each person interviewed find his own name on the alphabetical
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list which was developed; and (c) the danger of "premature

closure," or restricting the list too soon, could be
e

reduced.

Polsby has criticized the use of a panel of "experts"

for the identification of leaders even when others were in-

vited to add to the list of influentials because of the

assertion "... it is theoretically possible to achieve

premature closure .... In small communities, however,

the chances seem better that comprehensive coverage would

precede closure" (21*796). Nevertheless, a still further

important precaution was taken against "premature closure"

of the preliminary list by providing the opportunity for

everyone who was interviewed to add names in case some

"leaders" might have been overlooked during the preliminary

phases of the study.

In summary, the names of all leaders and well-

informed residents nominated by the original informants, as

well as status leaders in the formal political structure

who were scheduled to be interviewed, were included in the

development of the preliminary list of forty-seven names

included on Interview Guide B, a sample of which is shown

in Appendix B. The alphabetical list of original names has

been changed to fictitious ones, and any resemblance to any
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person's name in any county is purely coincidental. In the

summaries and analyses of data in the rest of the study,

code numbers and alphabetical letters have been used to

disguise the true identity of all persons involved in this

study insofar as possible.

Interview Guide B

Interview Guide B, as shown in Appendix B, was

developed for use with (a) at least one well-informed resi-

dent in each geographical area of Southern County as nomi-

nated by original informants; (b) status officials in the

formal political structure of the county; and (c) the top

leaders identified through the study.

Purpose of personal data sheet .—The personal data

sheet on the first page of Interview Guide B was identical

to that of Interview Guide A # as demonstrated in the Appen-

dices. Valuable background data about all who participated

in the study were provided. The additional values of using

this introductory sheet in all of the interviews were as

follows: (a) the use of a code number for each geographic

area provided further suggestion of individual anonymity;

(b) the interest in personal information served as an "ice-

breaker" before introducing further questions during each

interview; and (c) those who were subsequently identified
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as leaders provided their own background data as a cross-

check of data provided by original informants.

Explanation of the map .—The use of a map of South-

ern County in conjunction with Interview Guide B was an

important tool for carrying out the procedures of interview-

ing. The five designated geographical areas into which the

county had been divided were graphically outlined. The

function of the map served to (a) show the importance of

each person's contribution to the total pattern of the study

of leadership in the whole county, and (b) clarify and

obtain more consistent differentiation in the personal evalu-

ation of the relative influence of each person on the pre-

liminary list which had been developed.

"Forced-choice " procedures .—Interview Guide B,

Appendix B, included the preliminary list of leaders or

persons informed about problems, projects, issues, and lead-

ership in the county, as explained previously. With this

Interview Guide, the writer obtained "forced-choice" evalu-

ations from those selected for scheduled interviews. Free-

man and Taylor, in How to Pick Leaders (11x198), have

recommended the development of a "forced-choice" technique

as the beginning device of scientific measurement for the

selection of leaders, although they were primarily inter-

ested in industry.
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Interview Guide B was used as follows:

1. In each interview, the request was made to
select at least ten or more of the most
influential people who could help get a
problem solved, a project adopted (or
blocked) , or an issue decided in Southern
County.

2. All of those named or checked as influen-
tial in the preceding step were then placed
in rank order of importance. The topmost
influential leader was Number 1; the second
most influential was Number 2; the third
most influential, Number 3? and so on through
ten or more.

3. Those on the preliminary list who would usually
tend to work together on problems, projects,
or issues in the county were indicated by
their corresponding numbers on the Interview
Guide

.

4. Those who were known to be close personal
friends were marked by their corresponding
numbers

.

The value of numbering the preliminary list in this

section of Interview Guide B was proved by the facility of

recording corresponding numbers in the limited spaces pro-

vided, rather than writing out the names.

5. The entire preliminary list was then repeated
on subsequent pages of Interview Guide B, as
shown in Appendix B, in order to obtain a
forced-choice evaluation of the relative extent
of influence over decision-making these people
had in county affairs. The categories assigned
for relative influence were: (a) countv—wide .

with extended state ? (b) countv-wide : (c) local
community : (d) no known influence : and (e)
don’t know him .
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The analysis of issues . --The extent of involvement

and influence on selected issues by those included on the

preliminary list could be examined for only one overt

county-wide issues the hospital. Information was sought

about the behavior of leaders with regard to this issue.

The final section of Interview Guide B asked for

evidence of leadership and examples of the ways leaders

usually went about deciding what ought to be done and how

they went about getting them done.

Selected problems and projects which were common to

a number of counties in Florida were incorporated in order

to examine the general philosophy of most of the influential

leaders toward them and to reveal the relative positions

and specific attitudes which involved or influenced county

decision-making

.

Analysis of Data

Preliminary list

Interview Guide B, Appendix B, was utilized to list

in alphabetical order forty-seven names of leaders or else

persons informed about problems, projects, issues, and

leadership in the county. The opportunity was provided
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throughout the study to place additional names on this pre-

liminary list.

Each person who was interviewed with Interview Guide

B was asked to select at least ten or more of the most

influential leaders in county affairs and to place those

selected in rank order, from 1 to 10, or more.

1* The number of times that each person was
selected as an influential leader was tabu-
lated and placed in rank order for relative
comparison with others on the preliminary
list.

2. The rank order evaluations of the top ten
most influential leaders selected by each
person who was interviewed were assigned the
following point total s<

Leaders ranked below tenth position received no

points in this system of evaluation because 10 was used as

an arbitrary cut-off in this study.

These data were then summarized for every leader or

presumed leader on the preliminary list and placed in rank

order for relative comparison with others.

Ba&isg Points

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

10
9
8
7

6

5

4
3

2

1
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Extent of influence

The relative degree of power in county decision-

making was given weighted ratings. Por example (see Inter-

view Guide B) , for each rating of influence as countv-wide .

with extended state . 3 points; for each rating as countv-wide .

2 points; for each rating as local community . 1 point; for

each no known influence . 0 points; for each rating as don't

know person . -1 point. These ratings were summed and divided

by the number of participants who contributed to this phase

of the study in order to obtain an extent-of-influence aver-

age for every person on the preliminary list. Data were

similarly placed in rank order for relative comparison with

others.

Index. nuAe_r__of relative influence

The rank orders of the data for each of the factors

described — the number of times selected as an influential

leader, the total points obtained in the rank ordering pro-

cedure, and the extent-of-influence average — were averaged

as the means of computing an index number of relative

influence. This composite score served as the principal

means for identifying leaders of Southern County. In the

rare cases where ties occurred in the index number derived,

the extent-of-influence average was used to resolve the
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relative positions of the leaders, because of the almost

complete participation in this factor as compared to the

other two.

Sociometric analysis

Sociometric data were tabulated to reveal the fre-

quency of interaction of top leaders with each other within

the varying levels of influence. The number of total inter-

actions and the number of different interactions for the top
t

twenty-six leaders were reported (Table 5)

.

; •

Kin relationships

Data collected on kin relationships by blood or by

intermarriage of families and in business connections were

analyzed (Figure 1)

.

Summary of leadership characteristics

The summary of leadership characteristics of the

top twenty leaders identified in Southern County was presented

in Table 6 and described in Chapter XXI.

Summary of attitudes of leaders and

others interviewed about problems,
projects, and issues in the county

The percentage results of each of the items under

this section of Interview Guide B were summarized. Discussion
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of each part of the questionnaire with pertinent, but

anonymous, comments, and the positions of the top leaders

interviewed were presented.

Organization of the .Study by Chapters

Chapter I contained an introduction and statement of

the problem, definition of terras, review of related research,

limitations of the study, procedures of the study, and the

outline of the organization by chapters.

A description of the formal structure of the county

as presently legally constituted to make and carry out deci-

sions was presented in Chapter II. In addition, the various

formal organizations, associations, and clubs organized in

the county were noted.

Chapter III was devoted to the identifications and

relative importance of leaders as a result of utilizing the

procedures of the study. Certain background data about

those who were interviewed and about those identified as

top leaders were presented.

In Chapter IV, data were presented and analyzed

regarding top leadership identified in the county in rela-

tion to selected issues, problems, or projects.

Chapter V included a discussion of the summary, con-

clusions, and recommendations resulting from the study.



CHAPTER II

THE SETTING

Introduction

The purpose of the chapter is to provide selected

background information about the county in which this study

was made. For convenience of reference, and to fulfill the

promise made in the original proposal not to reveal the true

name of the county, or of the people in that county, the

fictitious name Southern County has been used throughout the

study.

In order to protect the anonymity of this county,

general information common to a number of counties in Flor-

ida has been presented, and no specific page references have

been cited. All names, locations, and industries were

changed to protect true identities, but every effort has

been made to present accurately the dynamics relative to

each situation.

Southern County is one of the smaller counties in

the state of Florida. It is essentially a rural county.

24
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Farms have an average size of over five hundred acres, and

slightly less than half of the total land area is composed

of farm acreage. There has been a gradual decline in the

population of the county during the past several decades

(27, 28, 29).

Although agricultural interests are important, there

are, nevertheless, a number of economic diversifications:

government; manufacturing; construction; transportation,

communication, and utilities; and retail and wholesale trade

conqprise over two-thirds of the sources of personal income.

Of some possible significance is the fact that government

sources alone contribute over one-fourth of the total per-

sonal income available to the county.

Both per capita income and per family income have

been somewhat below the average for the state over the past

ten years. However, the percentage increase for each factor

has been slightly greater in Southern County than in the

average for the state during the same ten-year period.

According to the 1960 U.S. Census Report (29:132-33), over

50 per cent of the families in Southern County had incomes

under three thousand dollars per year, whereas only 28.4 per

cent of families in the entire state were in this income

bracket. Slightly over 4 per cent of the families in
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Southern County were reported to have annual incomes of ten

thousand dollars and over, whereas 11.1 per cent of families

in Florida belong to this income bracket (29: 132-33)

.

The median school years of formal education completed

by people over twenty-five years of age in Southern County

was more than two years below the Florida median of 10.9

years, which was reported in the 1960 U.S. Census of Popula-

tion (29*131-32).

According to Biennial Reports of the State Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction, total school enrollment has

been relatively constant from 1949 to 1959 (9). However,

Southern County remains below the education median for Flor-

ida because of the continuing loss of many of the better-

trained and better-educated members of the population who

have sought employment opportunities elsewhere, and because

of the relatively lower amount of schooling completed by the

Negro population, which constitutes a considerable propor-

tion of the total population of the county as compared to

the state as a whole (28, 29).

Two important aspects of the formal structure of

Southern County have been described in order to provide a

general framework for the study of the patterns of leader-

ship in decision-making. First, the governmental organiza-

tion for the adoption and execution of decisions has been
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presented. The principal legally constituted decision-

making bodies and the constitutional offices provided for

the operation of the various phases of county governments

in Florida have been described briefly. Secondly, other

organized groups and institutions through Which people in

the county might formally get together for various purposes

have been noted.

Governmental Organization

Article XXX, Section 24, of the Constitution of the

state of Florida provides that "the Legislature shall

establish a uniform system of county and municipal govern-
* •

ment ... except in cases where local or special laws for

counties are provided by the Legislature that may be incon-

sistent therewith

Each county is governed by five commissioners, one

from each of five districts as nearly as possible equal in

proportion to population. The commissioners sure elected on

a county-wide basis for staggered terms of four years t that

is, commissioners in the odd-numbered districts sure elected

in the years evenly divisible by four; and the commissioners

in the even-numbered districts, two years later (Article

VIII, Section 5).
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The primary function of the county's commissioners

is to serve as the policy-making hoard for county govern-

mental operations, provided such decisions are not at var-

iance with the Florida Constitution and statutes. The

board of county commissioners meets formally at least once

a month, but special sessions and public hearings may be

called from time to time. The significance of this proce-

dure to this study is that regardless of who is interested

in initiating action on those problems, projects, or issues

that are within the jurisdiction of the county government,

the board of county commissioners is the legal agency

through which the formal decisions must be enacted. Con-

sequently, in theory, the commissioners have status posi-

tions of considerable power and are potentially highly

influential leaders in county policy making. On the other

hand, they are also in a position to feel various attempts

to influence them by means of pressures exerted by other

leaders and interest groups concerned with measures affect-

ing county governmental affairs.

In Article VIII, Section 6, of the Florida Constitu-

tion, "The Legislature shall provide for the election by

qualified electors in each County of the following County

Officers* a Clerk of the Circuit Court, a Sheriff,
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Constables, a County Assessor of Taxes, a Tax Collector, a

County Surveyor, and a Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion . . . ." At present, the term of office of the elected

county officers mentioned in this section is four years. By

a constitutional amendment effective in 1957, Article XII,

Section 2A, appointed superintendents have been provided in

several specific counties, but Southern County is not one of

these.

According to Article V, Section 7, " . . . there

shall be in each county not less than one county judge who

shall be elected by the qualified electors of said county

at the time and places of voting for other county officers

and he shall hold his office for four years . . . ." Addi-

tional judges may be provided by authority of the legisla-

ture in any county having a population at the last decennial

federal census in excess of one hundred and twenty-five

thousand, provided voters approve by referendum. Southern

County, like most of the small-population counties in Flor-

ida, has only one county judge.

According to Article V, Section 6, Subsection I, of

the Constitution, "The Legislature may este&lish not more

than sixteen judicial circuits each composed of a county or

contiguous counties and of not less than fifty thousand
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inhabitants according to the last census authorized by

law . . • . " Southern County is part of one judicial cir-

cuit in the state. No circuit judge was residing in

Southern County at the time of this study, however.

The elected Clerk of the Circuit Court also serves

as "clerk of the board of county commissioners, recorder,

and ex officio auditor of the county . . . ." (Article V,

Section 6, Subsection 7)

.

There is also a prosecuting attorney elected for a

term of four years by the qualified electors of the county

(Article V, Section 9, Subsection 4)

.

In Article XII, Section 1, of the Florida Constitu-

tion, the legislature is directed to "provide for a uniform

system of public free schools . . . and for the liberal

maintenance of the same." In Section 2 of Article XII, the

office of Superintendent of Public Instruction is provided

as an elective office for a term of four years. However, in

Section 2A, an amendment permits several specified counties

to change the county superintendency from an elective to an

appointive office. Since, as noted previously. Southern

County is not one of the specified counties in this amend-

ment, this office is still an elective one.

Before 1948, the local administrative units in
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Florida consisted of numerous local school districts. Since

January 1, 1948, by virtue of the establishment of the Flor-

ida Minimum Foundation Program, the legislature has required

all special tax school districts to be eliminated or consoli-

dated into one county-wide districts Special Tax School

District No. 1 (10s Chapter 230.34). The state of Florida

currently has sixty-seven counties; hence, sixty-seven

county-wide districts. By Article XII, Section 10, of the

Constitution, provision was made for the biennial election

of three school trustees for each district, but in addition

to a county board of public instruction. The school trustees

may recommend the levy and collection of district school tax

not to exceed ten mills on the dollar in any one year on the

taxable property of the district for the use of the public
• i i. • f »

free schools therein. Thereupon, a majority of the qualified

electors that pay a tax on real or personal property in the

district, and Who vote in the election, must indicate whether

they favor the recommendation of the trustees. Voters may

wite in the millage which they prefer, however.

Since 1948, the function of the school trustees in

Florida has been largely restricted; the county board of

public instruction is the actual policy making board. Its

organization and powers are outlined in subsequent paragraphs.
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In 1956 , a constitutional amendment was adopted in Florida

which made possible a procedure for abolishing school

district trustees by a majority vote of the qualified elec-

tors within each county (Article XII , Section 10A) . Like

most counties in Florida, Southern County has not yet taken

this step and hence continues to elect three county school

district trustees biennially.

The county board of public instruction i3 composed

of five members elected at the general election in November

for staggered terms of four years' duration. Each county is

divided into five county school board member residence dis-

tricts, which place in each district, as nearly as practicable,

the same number of qualified electors. Each member of the

board shall be a qualified elector of the county which he

serves, and shall be a resident of the county board resi-

dence district even though he is elected by vote of the

entire county, which he shall represent (10s Chapters 230.04,

230.05, 230.061).

In accordance with Article XII, Section 8, of the

Constitution, "Each county shall be required to assess and

collect annually for the support of the public free schools

therein, a tax of not less than three (3) mills, not more

than ten (10) mills on the dollar on all taxable property in
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the same." Thus, the Board of Public Instruction of South-

ern County has clearly defined powers to levy from three to

ten mills on all taxable property in the county without

referendum. Furthermore, since no other agency in the county

has the legal power to veto or review the budget of the

school board, the school board may be defined as "fiscally

independent." If needed by the school budget, additional

millage ranging from one to ten mills may be recommended by

previously described "trustees" of Special Tax School Dis-

trict No. 1 to be submitted to the freeholders. Thus,

twenty mills is the maximum constitutional limit on millage

levied for the support of the public schools. In effect,

however, the amount of tax millage needed to be levied by

these school agencies is dependent upon the assessment

policy of the elected tax assessor, and the machinery for the

collection of all tax monies is under the supervision of the

elected tax collector.

Although the state legislature has the power to

establish new counties and to change county lines (Article

VIII, Section 3) , the board of county commissioners in the

respective counties is empowered to fix from time to time

the boundaries of their residence districts within the

county (Article VIII, Section 5).
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According to the Florida statutes (Chapter 230.061)

,

the county school board of any county may make any change

which it deems necessary in the boundaries of any county

school board residence district of the county at any meeting

in odd-numbered years provided that the change does not dis-

qualify the residence qualifications of any incumbent member

during the term for which he is elected. Such changes must

be shown by resolutions in the minutes , and published at

least once in a county newspaper within thirty days after

the adoption of the resolution; if no newspaper is published

in the county, the resolution must be posted at the county

courthouse door for four weeks thereafter. A certified

copy of this resolution shall be transmitted to the office

of the secretary of state.

The boundaries of the residence districts of the

county commissioners, therefore, do not have to be congruent

with those of the members of the school board, and they were

not in Southern County.

Several other elected officials are provided for by

the Florida Constitution. By Article III, Section 3, members

of the House of Representatives of the state of Florida sure

chosen biennially at the general election on the first Tues-

day after the first Monday in November, of even-numbered

yesirs
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State senators are elected at general elections for

four-year terms of office (Article VII, Section 2).

In Article III, Section 4, "Senators and members of

the House of Representatives shall be duly qualified elec-

tors in the respective counties and districts for which they

were chosen. The compensation of legislators shall be

twelve hundred dollars ($1,200.00) each year and shall be

paid in monthly installments of one hundred dollars ($100.00)

each. During the time the legislature is in session, each

legislator shall receive per diem and travel expenses as

provided by law . . . ."

The apportionment of representation in the Senate

and House of Representatives is set forth in Article VII of

the Constitution. Recent attempts to reapportion the state

have been as yet an unresolved issue in Florida. Small-

population counties such as Southern County have formed a

powerful "bloc" to resist any threatened loss of power.

Various leaders of small-population counties have derived

much influence extending beyond the boundaries of the county

by virtue of the ability to consolidate common interests and

concerns into this "bloc."

As a brief summary of the broad functions of the

state legislature as provided in the Constitution, the state
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legislature has powers to provide for county and municipal

government, to provide and maintain public free schools,

and to introduce within certain constitutional limitations

(Article III, Sections 20 and 21) special and private laws,

or so-called "local bills," which pertain to affairs within

the particular county or district that the legislative

delegation represents.

Almost all city charters in Florida are in "local

bills. Virtually all measures affecting county government

in Florida are provided* (a) except for one county (Dade)

,

there is no "home rule"; (b) a vast number of "local bills"

are introduced in every session; and (c) changes from

"local bills’* may range from major to trivial.

This vests in a legislative delegation from a parti-

cular county the final word (in most instances) with regard

to innovations in old programs (or salaries) applying to the

county.

Under this practice, it is the custom that any such

bill supported by all members of the county delegation (both

representatives and senator) is designated a "local bill"

and automatically passed by the legislature by "local bill

courtesy" and then approved by the governor, with rare excep-

tions .
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The members of the state legislature are thus in

the formal position of power to make critical decisions

affecting not only the entire state, but also their own

particular constituency. This places them in the dual role

of exercising relatively powerful political leadership over

state, county, and municipal affairs on the one hand, but

at the same time being subject to influence in decision-

making by powerful interest groups or leadership which may

seek to exert pressures for legislation favorable to them.

According to Article III, Section 27, "The Legis-

lature shall provide for the election by the people or

appointment by the Governor of all State and county officers

not otherwise provided for by this Constitution, and fix

by law their duties and compensation." Consequently, the

salaries of the county boards and all county officials are

fixed by the legislature. There may be a "general bill"

passed to provide for the compensation of various officials

by an adopted formala applied throughout the state. But,

very often, these decisions are made and presented to the

legislature as a "local bill," provided that all members of

the county delegation have approved and supported this

measure and notice of intention has been published. It is

apparent that the members of the legislature are focal
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points of leadership activities and derive much political

influence from this position. On the other hand, they may

be subject to considerable "pressures" from those seeking

changes in the laws.

As a background for this research study of the pat-

terns of leadership in Southern County, one other constitu-

tional office should be mentioned: the governor of Florida.

Two sections from Article IV are demonstrative of the actual

as well as the potential power of this office over county

affairs.

Article IV, Section 7, provides:

When any office, from any cause, shall become
vacant, and no mode is provided by this Consti-
tution or by the laws of the State for filling
such vacancy, the Governor shall have the power
to fill such vacancy by granting a commission
for the unexpifed term.

Article IV, Section 15, provides:

All officers that shall have been appointed or
elected, and that are not liable to impeachment,
may be suspended from office by the Governor for
malfeasance, or misfeasance, or neglect of duty
in office, for the commission of any felony, or
for drunkenness or incompetency, and the cause of
suspension shall be communicated to the officer
suspended and to the Senate at its next session . . . .

The Governor shall have power to fill by appoint-
ment any office, the incumbent of which has been
suspended ....

In effect, the governor is placed in the legal posi-

tion of wielding potentially wide influence over a large
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number of state , county, and numerous local officers. Con-

comitantly, those political supporters who are influential

in gubernatorial campaigns are often placed in highly

influential roles with respect to making nominations for

appointments to a number of state positions under the pat-

ronage of the governor, and especially in connection with

nominations for appointments to any vacated offices which

might occur within their locale.

In summary of this section, the writer has sought to

provide information relevant to this study as a background

for the subsequent discussions of the problem. The informa-

tion presented has demonstrated the formal legal structure

of the constitutional offices and principal decision-making

bodies provided for by the Constitution of the state of

Florida in order to make and carry out policy decisions in

both educational and noneducational aspects of Southern

County.

Organized Groups in Southern County

Southern County shares in common with most other

political units the various civic and fraternal organiza-

tions which are commonly found in American society. In the

several communities which comprise the county, there cure a
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number of organized groups and institutions through which

the people may join for various interests and purposes.

There are a number of Protestant church groups*

numerically most predominant are the Baptists, Methodists,

and Presbyterians, but also Church of Christ, Church of

God, Mormons, and Episcopalians, with a few other Protestant

denominations only represented in this county.

Typical of the civic and fraternal organizations

Which are active in certain local communities within the

county are the American Legion, Knights of Pythias, Masonic

Lodge, Eastern Star, and the Woman's Club. Several areas

have quite active Lions Club chapters.

School interests are formally organized in each

school center through the Parent-Teachers' Associations.

There is also a P.T.A. County Council. The Florida Educa-

Association and local education associations serve as

professional organizations available to teachers in the

county.

Agricultural interests can participate through the

Soil Conservation District and the State Farm Bureau Federa-

tion, an affiliate of the National Farm Bureau Federation.

Youths can belong to 4—H Clubs in the county.

As is characteristic of a large number of Florida
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counties, a one-party system is predominant in political

affairs. The Democratic Central Committee is composed of

a man and woman chosen from each precinct; these, in turn,

choose the Democratic Executive Committee of the county.

This political organization, although useful in the

strategy planning and implementation of a limited number of

political activities, “has little or no power in dispensing

the patronage of the county," according to several informants.

Also, it has no real function in other than national elec-

tions, and often it has been reluctant to function there.

Consequently, it does not appear to be as significant in

relation to decision-making in the county as it might other-

wise be in a two-party system.

During the early stages of research, a number of

interviews were held with people whose records showed

active participation in variously selected groups from the

list of organizations. These interviewees did not attri-

bute much influence to these organizations over county

decision-making; most of the organizations emphasized local

community interests foremost. However, there was evidence

that the Lions Club of several communities had worked

together for the purchase of sight-testing equipment for

the county, but this is a common project of this group

throughout the nation.
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Members of the Soil Conservation District and the

Farm Bureau Federation did attempt to obtain some bene-

ficial legislation for the agricultural interests by meet-

ing with their elected legislators.

One informant noted that "all of the different

church groups would work together against the sale of liquor

on Sundays .

"

One pending attempt to exercise county-wide influence

on a formal legal agency to adopt an educational-type project

developed during the field study. This has been described

in Chapter IV.

However, to imply that organized groups consis-

tently tended to be very influential in policy decisions of

Southern County would be fallacious. Data presented later

in this study have shown that other factors such as economic

interests, community interests, and the web of kin-relations

and informal interpersonal relationships that existed in the

county appeared far more significant in decision-making them

any formal organization.



CHAPTER III

IDENTIFICATION AND RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
OF LEADERS

Introduction

This chapter is concerned with data relative to the

identification and influence of leaders in Southern County.

Selected background data about those who participated

in the study and those subsequently identified as the top-

most influential leaders are also presented.

The procedures utilized in carrying out this study

were described fully in Chapter I.

As stated previously. Interview Guide A, Appendix A,

was used only with the five original informants selected

from active but diverse roles representative of agricultural,

educational, financial, political, and civic interests.

Which presumably brought them in contact with these activities

and with leadership throughout the county. They had resided

in the county from several years to an entire lifetime;

those who had moved into the county had come from another

Florida county. Their ages ranged from the 35-44 bracket

43
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to "over 65"; all were married or widowed; three of them

had children vfao were attending public schools at the time

of the study. Data showed that each participated in one

or more of the formal organizations which were listed on

the second page of Interview Guide A. Only a few of these

formally organized groups would not find at least one or

more of these original informants as an active member.

By use of Interview Guide A, the informants con-

tributed information about problems, projects, and issues

in the county's affairs. Nominations for the topmost

influential leaders were obtained and placed in rank order.

The names of other well-informed residents in each of the

five designated geographic areas of the county were

requested. For the reasons explained previously under pro-

cedures in Chapter I, all nominations by original informants

for leadership and for well-informed residents, and several

status officials in formal political positions in county

government that were added by permission of the doctoral

committee, were included in the development of the prelim-

inary list of leaders and persons informed about problems,

projects, issues, and leadership in the county. The prelim-

inary list and selected information about the county obtained

from the original informants and from the county newspapers
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were used to develop Interview Guide B # as shown in

Appendix B.

Interview Guide B was utilized as the field guide

for gathering further empirical data for (a) identification

of leaders of Southern County by forced-choice evaluative

procedures; (b) evidence regarding patterns of interaction;

and (c) disclosure of attitudes and operational procedures

of the county and of the most influential leaders towards

selected problems, projects, and the hospital issue.

Summary of Background Information about
All Persons Interviewed

This section summarizes background data compiled

from the identical first pages of Interview Guides A and B

regarding persons who were interviewed in this study.

A total of thirty-one persons, including the orig-

inal informants, contributed empirical data. At least four

interviews were conducted in each of the five designated

geographical areas of the county with persons who were in

status positions in the formal political structure, with

nominees for well-informed residents, and with persons

nominated as leaders.

Some of those interviewed had resided in more them
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one of the geographical areas; others were in activities

which took them around the county. All major interests

were represented. The relatively small population of the

county was likely to have been am importamt factor in

knowledge about the various county activities and leader-

ship roles taken.

Nearly all of those who contributed data were male.

Only one of the leaders remarked , "The study overlooks

women in leadership roles in county affairs." He then

declined to give any actual names of female leaders; fur-

thermore, he declined to participate in selecting amd plac-

ing in ramk order amy of the other already listed leaders

of Interview Guide B. He did indicate verbally his

opinion of the extent of influence of those on the prelim-

inary list of leaders amd he stated his views succinctly

towards the problems, projects, and issues of the county.

Seventeen of the thirty-one persons interviewed had

resided in Southern County all their lives; the remaining

fourteen had lived there from three to over fifty years.

Of the latter residence group, eleven had moved into South-

ern County from some other Florida county, amd three came

from another state. Some had been born out of the state

before moving to Florida amd eventually into Southern
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County, but these non-Floridians were almost exclusively

from southern states.

In a nation where divorce rates have been statis-

tically high, those interviewed in Southern County included

only two divorced persons — one of whom simply reported,

"not married. " Some were widowed, or had remarried follow-

ing loss of a spouse. Nineteen had children attending the

public schools.

Analysis of the age-brackets of those interviewed

disclosed the following figures:

TABLE 1

NUMBER OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED
IN EACH AGE-BRACKET

Age-Bracket Number

Under 24 0

25-34 2

35-44 10

45-54 9

55-64 6

65 or over 1-

TOTAL 31
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Occupational roles of participants in the study

represented every major interest in the county: agricul-

tural, small business and manufacturing, realty and land

development, educational, financial, political, professional,

representatives of branch corporations, and retired. There

were a number of leaders and well-informed residents whose

occupational roles and interests were multiple.

Derivation of Index Numbers to Identify Leaders

Interview Guide B, Appendix B, listed in alpha-

betical order the names of forty-seven persons on a prelim-

inary list which had been developed as described previously

in Chapter I, Procedures.

This preliminary list having been formulated, with

provision for adding others as the study progressed, the

real task was to obtain from those persons interviewed a

forced-choice selection of at least ten or more of the most

influential people in the county who could help get a prob-

lem solved, a project adopted (or blocked) , or an issue

decided in Southern County. Thereupon, all of those

checked or named as influential were to be placed in rank

order of importance: i.e., the most influential as Number 1;

second most influential as Number 2 ; and so on through

Number 10 or more.
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Information was sought regarding which of the

leaders would tend to work together, and Which were close

personal friends.

Subsequently, the entire preliminary list was

marked to show whether, by forced-choice evaluation, the

extent of influence of each leader, presumed leader,

was primarily countv-wide, with extended state ? county-wide ?

local community ? no known influence ? or don't know him .

In Table 2, the summary sheet of data originally

tabulated to help establish the identity of leaders in

Southern County is demonstrated. This represents the rat-

ings given persons on the preliminary list by the thirty-

one persons interviewed. A code number sequence from 1 to

50 has been assigned to replace the true names, of which

47 were originally listed in alphabetical order on Inter-

view Guide B. The original alphabetical listing has been

rearranged to protect further the identity of the persons

evaluated in this study.

In Table 2, Column 1, the number of times each

individual was named as one of the most influential leaders

in the county is tabulated opposite the code number for

each leader or presumed leader.

In Table 2, Column 2, the total points for each
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY SHEET OP RAW DATA PROM INTERVIEW GUIDE B

Leaders Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Code
Number

Number Times
Checked as One
of Most Influ-
ential Leaders

Total Points
by Rank
Ordering
When Given

Extent- of-

Influence
Rating
Average

1 10 29 1.54

2 2 0 0.76

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

3 2 ' 1.30

3 19 1,97

1 7 1.35

2 3 1.28

18 107.5 2.56

3 27 1.54

0 0 1.42

1 0 0.48

8 19 1.89

3 2 0.94

17 79 2.30

8 7 1.56

14 38 2.24

27 218.5 2.98

3 15 0.90

8 25 1.4018
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TABLE 2—Continued

Leaders Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Code
Number

Number Times
Checked as One
of Most Influ-
ential Leaders

Total Points
by Rank
Ordering

When Given

Extent-of-
Influence
Rating
Average

19 0 0 1.70

20 0 0 1.62

21 0 0 0.66

22 7 20 1.84

23 6 19 1.81

24 0 0 0.50

25 0 0 0.44

26 5 15 2.10

27 1 0 1.37

28 12 55 2.29

29 22 101 2.43

30 20 103 2.89

31 6 23 1.32

32 1 3 0.69

33 1 0 0.60

34 18 82 2.19

35 2 4 1.58

36 7 19 1.57
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38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

52

TABLE 2--Continued

Column 1

Number Times
Checked as One
of Most Influ-
ential Leaders

8

1

9

0

20

6

14

6

5

3

2

1

1

2

Column 2 Column 3

Total Points
by Rank
Ordering

When Given

Extent -ofi-

Influence
Rating
Average

23 2.46

5 1.73

31 2.23

0 0.75

77 2.24

19 2.22

69 2.47

15 1.11

5 1.22

13 1.85

4 1.78

3 • •

1 • •

0 • •
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leader checked as influential and thereupon ranked from 1

to 10 have been summarized. As described in Chapter I,

Analysis of Data, each leader who was ranked as Number 1

received 10 points; Number 2 received 9 points; and so on

down to Number 10, who received only 1 point. Anyone

ranked below tenth position received no points under this

forced-choice method. Some of the persons on the prelim-

inary list Who may have been checked as an influential

(Column 1) were thereupon ranked below tenth position and

thus received no points in the rank ordering phase (Col-

umn 2). For example, note Code Numbers 2, 10, 27* 33* and

50. Various persons who were interviewed included these

in naming ten or more influential leaders in county affairs*

but ranked them as eleventh, twelfth* or lower in order of

influence. However, in this study* as previously explained

under the Analysis of Data* tenth position was selected as

the cut-off for rank order totals. It was the observation

of the writer that the farther down the scale of rank

ordering the less certain many of those interviewed seemed

to be of their rank order evaluations. A number of times

there were expressions of doubt about the rankings at the

lower end of the scale as they completed that phase of

Interview Guide B with the comment that "one leader might
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be about as influential as smother around in there .

"

Of further relevance to the procedures of this

study, the preliminary list of forty-seven names was

increased to fifty in order to include three additional

leaders nominated during the interviews. These are

shown by Code Numbers 48, 49, and 50. Code Number 48,

named once as an influential leader, was ranked seventh

and hence received 3 points as a total in Column 2. Code

Number 49, also named by one person, was ranked tenth, and

thus received 1 point in Column 2. Code Number 50 was the

only additional nomination mentioned twice in all the inter-

views, but since he was thereupon ranked below tenth posi-

tion both times in the rank-ordering procedure, he received

no points, as shown in Column 2. Several other partici-

pants in this study mentioned some additional names, but then

ignored them completely in the forced-choice rank-ordering

procedure. Pursuing this matter further during the inter-

view, the writer learned that each nominee would be more

appropriately labeled as a local-community rather than a

county-wide leader. Of the greatest significance to the

support of this procedure is the fact that not a single

nomination for an addition to the preliminary list of

leaders in the county was mentioned in more than one geo-

graphical area of the county. Therefore, there seemed to
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be little supporting evidence that the nominees were

actually county-wide leaders. Rather their influence

appeared to be quite local.

In Table 2, Column 3, the extent-of-influence

average is shown. Every person on the preliminary list

of leaders and persons presumably knowledgeable about

problems, issues, and projects in the county was rated

according to whether his influence was primarily countv-

wide ; local community ; no known influence ; or don*t know

him . The point ratings were then totaled and divided by

the number of participating raters in order to compute

the extent-of-influence average. The three names added

to the preliminary list during the later stages of the

stucfy were deemed to be primarily local community influence

in the opinion of original informants, and none was nom-

inated in any other geographical area of the county. There-

fore, the three subsequent nominations were not resubmitted

to all the other participants in the study. Hence, an

extent-of-influence average was not shown in Column 3 oppo-

site leaders designated by Code Numbers 48, 49, and 50.

In Table 3, the rank ordering of all data originally

tabulated in Table 2 was compiled in order to compute an

index number which would serve as the principal means for
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TABLE 3

IDENTIFICATION OF LEADERS FROM RAW DATA RANKINGS

Position
Number

Column 1 Column 2

Number Times Given
Influential Rating Rank

Total Points
by Rank Order Rank

1 27 1 218.5 1

2 20 3.5 103 3

3 18 5.5 107.5 2

4 22 2 101 4

5 17 7 79 6

6 20 3.5 77 7

7 14 8.5 69 8

8 18 5.5 82 5

9 12 10 55 9

10 14 8.5 38 10

11 9 12 31 11

12 8 14.5 23 15.5

13 8 14.5 19 20

14 10 11 29 12

15 6 20.5 19 20

16 7 27.5 20 17

17 8 14.5 25 14
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TABLE 3—Extension

Column 3 Column 4

Leader

Kxtent-of-
Influence Average Rank

Average of All Ranks:
Index Number

2.98 1 1.00 A

2.89 2 2.83 B

2.56 3 3.50 C

2.43 6 4.00 D

2.30 7 6.67 E

2.24 9.5 6.67 F

2.47 4 6.83 G

2.19 13 7.83 H

2.29 8 9.00 I

2.24 9.5 9.33 J

2.23 11 11.33 K

2.46 5 11.67 L

1.89 16 16.83 M

1.54 27.5 16.83 N

2.22 12 17.50 0

1.84 18 17.50 P

1.40 30 19.50 Q
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TABLE 3—Continued

Position
Number

Column 1 Column 2

Number Times Given
Influential Rating Rank

Total Points
by Rank Order Rank

18 6 20.5 19 20

19 5 23.5 15 24

20 3 27.5 19 20

21 7 17.5 19 20

22 8 14.5 7 27.5

23 3 27.5 27 13

24 6 20.5 23 15.5

25 3 27.5 13 26

26 6 20.5 15 24

27 2 33 4 31.5

28 2 33 4 31.5

29 5 23.5 5 29.5

30 1 39.5 5 29.5

31 3 27.5 15 24

32 3 27.5 2 36.5

33 1 39.5 7 27.5

34 2 33 3 34
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TABLE 3—Extension

Column 3 Column 4

Leader

Extent-of-
Influence Average Rank

Average of All Ranks

s

Index Number

1.81 19 19.83 R

2.10 14 20.50 S

1.97 15 20.83 T

1.57 25 20.83 O

1.56 26 22.67 V

1.54 27.5 22.67 w

1.32 33 23.00 X

1.85 17 23.50 Y

1.11 37 27.17 z

1.78 20 28.17 AA

1.58 24 29.50 BB

1.22 36 29.67 CC

1.73 21 30.00 DD

0.90 39 30.17 EE

1.30 34 32.67 FP

1.35 32 33.00 GG

1.28 35 34.00 HH
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37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

60

TABLE 3

—

Continued

Column 1 Column 2

Number Times Given
Influential Rating Rank

Total Points
by Rank Order Rank

3 27.5 2 36.5

0? 47 0 44.5

0 47 0 44.5

1 39.5 0 44.5

1 39.5 3 34

2 33 0 44.5

0 47 0 44.5

1 39.5 3 34

2 33 0 44.5

1 39.5 1 38

1 39.5 0 44.5

1 39.5 0 44.5

0 47 0 44.5

0 47 0 44.5

0 47 0 44.5

0 47 0 44.5
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TABLE 3—-Extension

Column 3 Column 4

Extent-of-
Influence Average Rank

Average of All Ranks:
Index Number Leader

0.94 38 34.00 II

1.70 22 37.83 JJ

1.62 23 38.17 KK

1.37 31 38.33 LL

0.69 42 38.50 MM

0.76 40 39.17 NN

1.42 29 40.17 00

• • 49 40.83 PP

• • 49 42.17 QQ

• • 49 42.17 RR

0.60 44 42.67 SS

0.48 46 43.33 TT

0.75 41 44.17 UU

0.66 43 44.83 W
0.50 45 45.50 ww

0.44 47 46.17 XX
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identifying the leaders of Southern County* There were

fifty leaders included in this list? hence, there are fifty

positions of relative influence. Data in Columns 1, 2,

and 3 are ranked and the averages of all three ranks pro-

vide a relative scale or index number as shown in Column

4 of these tables. Hence, the lowest index number indicates

the relative rank of the leader to others in the county in

terms of three forced-choice evaluative judgments. The

topmost influential leader is thereupon identified as

Leader A; the second most influential leader becomes Leader

Bj and so on progressively downward to presumed leader XX,

in last position.

The number of times that each person was listed as

one of the ten or more most influential leaders in Southern

County was shown in Table 3, Column 1. The range of these

numbers is shown to be from a maximum of 27 to a minimum of

zero. Given a rank order of frequency, the largest number,

27, in this column is ranked as Number lj the next largest

number, 22, is ranked as Number 2; and so on. Where equal

rankings occurred in these data, the average of the rankings

concerned was computed. For example, positions 2 and 6,

designated subsequently as Leaders B and F, were listed as

influential leaders twenty times each. Therefore, rank 3
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and rank 4 were summed and divided by two in order to obtain

the average rank of 3.5 for each. Following this same pro-

cedure, positions 3 and 8, designated subsequently as Lead-

ers C and H, were found to have a rank of 5.5 each; posi-

tions 7 and 10, designated as Leaders G and J, were assigned

the rank of 8.5. Presumed leaders in positions 36, 37, 41,

47, 48, 49, and 50 were not mentioned once as a top influ-

ential person during the entire interviewing procedure.

Thus, the average of these last positions from data in Col-

umn 1 in terms of the rank ordering procedure was shown as

Number 47* Although not forbidden by the procedures of the

study, only one person in the county actually named himself

as one of the most influential leaders and then ranked him-

self among the top ten leaders, but his view was not shared

by other participants in this phase of the evaluation.

In Table 3, Column 2, is shown the sum of the points

obtained by rank ordering from one to ten persons selected

as the most influential leaders in Southern County. The

range of the total points shown is from 218.5 for the top

position to zero for positions 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43, 45,

46, 47, 48, 49, and 50. Leader A, with 218.5 is shown to

have received over twice the total number of points when

compared to Leaders C (107.5), B (103), and D (101), the
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next ranking leaders. The next ranking leaders — H, E,

and F, with 82, 79, and 77 points, respectively — sure

grouped within 5 points of each other, but are over 20

points below the average point totals of Leaders B, C, and

D. Leaders G and I comprise the next lower ranking with

scores of 69 and 55, respectively. Leaders J and K have

38 and 31 points to rank tenth and eleventh by this parti-

cular process. These total points by rank ordering as

shown under Column 2 are placed in rank order by the same

procedure as for Column 1. Therefore, position 1, or

Leader A, with the greatest point total of 218.5 is ranked

first in Column 2. Position 3, or Leader C, with 107.5

points, is ranked second in this column. Position 2, or

Leader B* obtained 103 points and is ranked third for this

column. A tie does not occur for data summarized under

Column 2 until the 23 points each for positions 12 and 24,

subsequently identified as Leaders L and X, have been

ranked at 15.5 as demonstrated in Column 2. Those pre-

sumed leaders in positions 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43* 45* 46,

47, 48, 49, and 50, who received no points for this phase

of the study* are computed to be tied with a rank of 44.5

each by this procedure.

In Table 3, Column 3, the extent-of-influence
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average is listed for leaders or presumed leaders of

Southern County. As stated previously, all of the original

forty-seven names on the preliminary list of Interview

Guide B, Appendix B, were rated throughout the county as

to their relative extent of influence in Southern County's

affairs in connection with problems, projects, or issues

that might arise. Although not revealed to those who par-

ticipated in this forced-choice rating procedure of Inter-

view Guide B, Appendix B, a check mark placed in the col-

umn indicating influence county-wide, with extended state ,

counted 3 points? county-wide . 2 points? local community .

1 point? no known influence counted 0 points? and don't

know him penalized the recipient 1 point. Subsequently,

these points were summed and divided by the number of par-

ticipants, to compute the average extent-of-influence

evaluation.

A map, as explained previously, was used for the

purpose of clarification of the relative definitions of

influence. Hence, the data obtained from an individual

interview tended to be a consistent judgment for each par-

ticular interview, and the average of these data served

as further evidence of the relative leadership influence

of these leaders in Southern County's affairs. Some of
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those interviewed insisted upon an intermediate position

in some of their ratings of the extent of influence of

leaders so that use of decimals was required rather than

the clearly defined 3, 2, 1, 0, -1 point system. For

example , if a leader was adjudged to be borderline between

local-community and county-wide influence, he was subse-

quently given a rating of 1.5 in the point system rather

than a clear-cut 1 or 2.

In Table 3 # Column 3, the highest average rating

of the extent of influence is shown to be 2.98 for posi-

tion 1, or Leader A? 2.89 is next highest for position 2,

or Leader B; 2.56 is shown for position 3, or Leader C;

2.47 for position 7, or Leader Gt and so on downward to

0.44 in last position for presumed Leader XX. Since, as

mentioned earlier, the three later additions to the prelim-

inary list did not receive an extent-of-influence average

from ratings throughout the county, none is shown for posi-

tions 42, 43, and 44. All ratings were then given a rank

order by following the same procedures as described for

Column 1 and Column 2 of Table 3. Thus, since 2.98 is the

highest extent-of-influence average computed, it is ranked

as 1; 2.89 is next highest and is ranked as 2; and so on.

Ties in rank have been similarly computed as explained

previously.
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In Column 4, the averages of these rankings of

data from Columns 1, 2, and 3 cure computed in order to

obtain an index number for each person on the preliminary

list. This index number has served as the principal means

of identifying the relative influence attributed to all

of the leaders in Southern County. In position 1, Leader

A is shown decisively to have been ranked as Number 1 in

all three columns of data, and so his index number is the

lowest possible average of 1.00; Leader B is in second

position with an index number averaging 2.83. The index

numbers derived are measures of the rank-ordering of three

separate forced-choice evaluations, but should not be con-

strued to mean that Leader A was 2.83 more influential

than Leader B. Where equal rankings occurred in the index

numbers of Column 4, the extent-of-influence average in

Column 3 was used to determine the relative position of the

two leaders. For example, positions 5 and 6 are tied with

index numbers of 6.67, but position 5 has the higher extent-

of-influence average in Column 3 of 2.30 as compared to

that of 2.24 for position 6. Therefore, position 5 is

designated Leader E and position 6 becomes Leader F.

The justification of this means of resolving ties in

the index numbers was based on the virtually complete

f

\ !
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cooperation of those interviewed with rating the extent

of influence of persons on the preliminary list. On the

other hand, a complete pattern could not be followed for

obtaining data by the first two rating procedures. For

example, three persons were not willing at all to partici-

pate in selecting names of leaders and placing them in

rank order. Two persons who were interviewed checked

leaders, but did not put any of them in rank order. Four

persons ranked less than ten top leaders. Six participants

named and ranked more than ten leaders, but ten was the

cut-off for point totals, as explained under the Analysis

of Data in Chapter I. Nevertheless, empirical evidence

of the relative influence of each leader was obtained by

utilizing three different forced-choice evaluative pro-

cedures .

The unwillingness to participate fully in all

aspects of the interviewing procedures was not unexpected

in carrying out personal interviewing techniques as a

means of collecting empirical field data. In this study,

no person who was asked to assist with the study of lead-

ership in the selected county was unwilling to make con-

tributions and comments of value.
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The Extent of Influence among
Presumed Leaders

An examination of Table 3 discloses the relative

position of every leader or presumed leader in Southern

County. The data show that Leader A was recognized as the

topmost influential leader in Southern County, since he

ranks first in every measurement used in the study.

Leader B is tied for third place in the ranking of data

shown under Column 1, is third place for data under Column

2, but is in second place under Column 3. Hence, his

index number under Column 4, which represents an average

of the other three columns, is 2.83, and this clearly

ranks Leader B second among all of the leaders in Southern

County. There are some interesting variations among the

relative rankings of data used to identify these leaders.

For example. Leader F is tied for third place in ranking

data under Column 1, in seventh place for Column 2, and

tied for ninth place under Column 3. On the other hand.

Leader H is tied for fifth place for data ranked under

Column 1, in fifth place under Column 2, but ranks thir-

teenth in extent of influence under Column 3. The extent-

of-influence average shown in Column 3 of Table 3 received

the greatest amount of cooperation from those interviewed
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and directly rated every person on the preliminary list.

This factor appeared significant enough to examine further

in this study.

Those leaders with an extent of influence averag-

ing between 2.50 and 3.00 would be classified as county-

wide, with extended state . Leaders A, B, and C have

averages of 2.98, 2.89, and 2.56 respectively. It must be

noted that Leaders A and B held prominent state positions

at the time of the study and that Leader C took such an

active role in support of an elected state official that

the residents of the county perceived him as a leader hav-

ing powerful connections beyond the boundaries of the

county.

All leaders with an extent-of-influence average

between 2.00 and 2.50 would be classified as countv-wide

leaders. According to this criterion, the next nine lead-

ers (D-L) have county-wide influence. Among these is the

fourth highest extent-of-influence rating of 2.47 for

Leader G, who had close kinship ties with Leaders B and C,

and who carries on extensive business operations beyond

the county's borders, as well as within the county. Only

two others. Leader O and Leader S, are seemingly out of

relative position as county-wide leaders according to
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rankings of data under Column 3, but the close kin rela-

tionship by status position and close personal friendship

of Leader S with Leader D may help to account for these

power attribution exceptions farther down the scale.

Those leaders with an extent-of-influence average

between 1.00 and 1.99 would be classified in the local*-

community leadership range. Twenty-three leader® from

the preliminary list met this criterion. As mentioned before

the late nominees PP, QQ, and RR were only local community

leaders. Nevertheless , the following leaders actually held

formal or elective positions in county government at the

time of the study even though rated as local community

leaders* M, N, P, Q, T, U, AA, CC, DD, HH, KK, and 00.

However, except for Leader T and Leader DD, all others

were technically eligible for election to a county-wide

office by virtue of first meeting residence requirements

in a local district within the county. In Table 3, Column

3, the data show that twenty-three of the total list of

fifty leaders are considered to be of primarily local com-

munity influence.

All persons whose extent-of-influence ranking under

Column 3 of Table 3 is under 1.00 would be considered to

have little or no real influence on decision-making. But
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roost of these persons were placed on the preliminary list

of Interview Guide B to include certain presumably well-

informed or knowledgeable persons about county leadership

in order to obtain a more effective personal approach to

carrying out the interviewing procedures. Ten of the

original forty-seven people on the preliminary list were

seen as exercising little influence. However, one person

was elected to a county office and another one had recently

served in an elective county office. Not surprising is the

fact that Leader UU was defeated in a recent election.

In brief, it was supported by the data that mere

election to a county-wide office did not necessarily guar-

antee recognition as a leader with county-wide leadership

influence. In fact, twelve county officeholders were rated

local-community leaders; and another one had little or no

known influence, according to the average of the extent of

influence from throughout the county.

In summary, the preliminary list of leaders in

Southern County as evaluated on Interview Guide B, Appen-

dix B, can be analyzed as shown in Table 4.
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TABLE 4

RELATIVE EXTENT OF INFLUENCE OF LEADERS
OR PRESUMED LEADERS

Extent of Influence Number of Leaders

County-wide, with extended state 3

County-wide 11

Local community 23

Presumed local community (late nominees) 3

Little or no known influence ip

TOTAL IN THE STUDY 50

Patterns of Interaction among
Twenty-Six Presumed Most Influential

Leaders in Southern County

By Table 3, the principal means of identifying the

relative influence of leaders was shown by assigning letters

in alphabetical order to the index numbers (Column 4) ob-

tained by averaging the rank order of data in each phase of

the forced-choice procedural designs (Columns 1, 2, and 3),

In Table 5, the alphabetical list of the first twenty-six

leaders was matched to demonstrate their patterns of inter-

action. These patterns were obtained by tabulations of

information asked in Interview Guide B to indicate specific
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leaders who usually tend to work together or are close per-

sonal friends. One seeming limitation of this particular

phase of the study was that over half of those interviewed

preferred to state, "All of these leaders would usually

tend to work together." Prom those who did attempt to help

carry out this part of the study, the compilation of data

served as a further clue to revelation of known patterns of

leadership in Southern County. In Table 5, the number of

times each of the top twenty-six leaders was reported to

interact with each other is revealed. The total reported

number of interactions for each leader is shown in Column 1*

The number of different leaders with whom one or more inter-

actions was reported is tabulated in Column 2. In Column

3, the rank order of the over-all data is shown for these

leaders

.

By Table 5, Leader A is shown to have interacted

most frequently with Leaders, B, C, D, G, and local leader V.

Leader A has the highest total, 83, in Column 1, and is

tied with Leader P for the highest number of different inter-

actions, 19, shown in Column 2. Thus, Leader A appears to

be the focal point of leadership activities in Southern

County and clearly ranks first in this phase of the study as

well as in all the earlier phases.
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TABLE 5

SUMMARY OF SOCIOMETRIC DATA FOR TOP TWENTY-SIX LEADERS

IDENTIFIED IN SOUTHERN COUNTY

Lead-
er: A B C D

A 9 12 14

B 9 4 3

C 12 4 5

D 14 3 5

E 2 3 0 4

F 4 4 12
G 9 7 3 5

H 3 10 0

I 4 3 2 2

J 3 4 4 0
K 10 13
L 0 0 0 0

M 0 10 1

N 3 2 3 1

0 3 0 0 2

P 10 10
Q 0 2 0 1

R 3 112
S 2 2 0 6

T 0 0 0 0

U 10 10
V 6 0 2 0

W 2 3 0 3

X 110 0

Y 0 0 0 0

Z 0 0 0 0

EFGHIJKL
t 1

24934310347134000240241042502030
1 4 0 1 0 0 1

1 2 17 7 1 0 0

4 2 0 0 1 0 0

0 17 0 3 1 1 1

17 13 110
0 2 2 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 00101010005260400023100000200100012100000120101101020011000000000432100010010100001302101060601000000000003020000

M N O P Q R S

0 3 3 1 0 3 2

12 0 12 12
0 3 0 1 1 1 01110 12 6

0 0 0 0 1 1 1

1 5 2 2 2 2 0

0 2 4 0 1 0 2

16 10 0 10
0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 4 0 0 0 1 2

0 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 1

0 2 0 1 1 1

1 2 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 3 0

0 1 0 0 0 1

110 3 1 0

1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 0

110 0 10 0

0 2 0 1 0 0 1

1 3 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 2 1 0 0 0 0
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T U V W X Y Z

0 16 2 10 0
0 0 0 2 1 0 0
0 1 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 4 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 1 6 0 3

0 2 1 3 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 6 0 2

0 0 1 2 0 1 0

0 0 0 2 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 10 10 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 2 3 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 2

TABLE 5--Bxtension

Column 1 Column 2

—
Column 3

Number
Different Relative

Total Inter- Position
Points Rank actions Rank of Data

83 1 19 1.5 1
50 4 17 3 3
43 7 / 14 9 9
54 3 15 5.5 4
23 11 11 13 12
66 2 19 1.5 2
46 5 14 9 6
45 6 14 9 7.5
30 9.5 14 9 10
30 9.5 15 5.5 7.5
10 21 8 18.5 20
4 24 4 24 24
10 21 9 16 19
38 8 16 4 5
15 17 8 18.5 17
10 21 7 21.5 27
9 23 7 21.5 23

20 14 14 9 11
18 15 10 14.5 14
0 26 0 26 26

16 16 10 14.5 15
14 18 8 18.5 18
21 12.5 12 12 13
21 12.5 8 18.5 16
1 25 1 25 25

11 19 6 23 21
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Leader P is next most active in this phase of lead-

ership analysis with a total of 66 points in Column 1, and

19 different interactions in Column 2. But Leader P was

reported 17 times to have worked together with Leader H, and

this was the highest interaction reported between two lead-

ers. Leader F otherwise tended to interact most frequently

with local Leaders I, X, and N, but with the top leaders A

and B to a lesser degree. Subsequent to the study. Leader H

became an unopposed candidate for political office to re-

place Leader F.

Leader B ranks third most active according to the

summary of data in Tr - 5, and showed most frequent inter-

actions with top Leaders A and G, with slightly lesser

interactions reported with Leaders C, F, and J.

Leader D is fourth most active in the leadership

structure, and apparently has been most closely associated

with Leader A, since 14 interactions, the second highest in

the data, are reported. Leader D is also known to work

usually with county Leader S, and top Leaders C and G.

Probably one noteworthy factor revealed by this part

of the study is the surprising relative strength of Leader

N in terms of the data shown in Table 5. Leader N is found

to have a total of 38 points for Column 1 and 16 different
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interactions under Column 2. This leader was reported to

work closely with top Leaders H, F, and J, but was known

to interact with Leaders A, C, and local Leader X and

several others to a lesser degree. This appears, at first

glance, to be an incongruity of data because Leader N is

in fourteenth position of leadership from ratings in

Table 3, whereas in Table 4, Leader N is fourth in the num-

ber of different interactions shown in Column 2, and is

eighth in total interactions reported in Column 1. However,
t t .

. . ...

these data supported the real position of Leader N in the

leadership structure since he was known to be in the role

of "balancing factor" between leaders of historically rival

communities in helping to resolve problems which might

otherwise become conflicts in the county decision-making

process. Hence, with reported occasional assistance from

local Leader X, who was shown to work mostly with Leaders

F and H, Leader N could usually establish communications

between potentially discordant geographic elements of the

decision-making structure so that leaders could reach a

decision without letting it become an overt issue. As sev-

eral key leaders stated to the writer, "If you let these

problems become public issues, you can always find people

to take both sides." So successfully has this procedure
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operated that only one overt county-wide policy issue

emerged during the past several years. One informant said,

"I can't remember any real issues since I've grown up

because the leaders sit down and decide about those prob-

lems. Two or three from each community may try to help."

Southern County's leaders generally took pride in this

achievement. Repeatedly, throughout the study, the most

valued description of a leader was that he was "sound" and

would "sit down and talk things over," or "all our leaders

usually tend to work together."

The alphabetical list of the top twenty-six leaders

from A to Z in Table 5 was derived from data in Table 3.

The index numbers, representing the averages of rankings of

data in three categories, indicated the relative ranking

of leaders in Southern County as revealed from reputational

ratings. When these leaders identified alphabetically by

Table 3 are compared to their relative position in the rank

ordering of data shown in Columns 1 and 2, of Table 5, the

’ * /

same lack of direct numerical correlation of positions is

exhibited. Nevertheless, the topmost influential leader.

Leader A, in Table 3 is also the most active leader shown

in Table 5. But Leader P is second most active according

to Table 5. Leader B ranks third t Leader D is in direct
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numerical position 4 in both Tables 3 and 5. Leader N

ranks fifth because of his prominent role as intermediary

in reconciling community rivalries within the county.

Leader G is in sixth position; Leaders H and J are tied

for seventh and eighth positions; Leader C is in ninth

place; and Leader I is tenth.

In summary, all but one of the top ten leaders

identified by Table 3 were also shown to be among the ten

most active leaders in Southern County’s affairs by the

sociometric data compiled. However, Leader E, Who is

fifth most influential leader according to Table 3, ranks

twelfth in data compiled for Table 5. Leader E was one of

the older leaders of Southern County Who has been described

by some persons as a kind of "loner," but with powerful

business interests in the county. Most of his reported

interactions centered around leaders identified within his

own geographical area — Leaders D, G, and U — but some

interaction is reported with the two top leaders,A and B.

Yet Leader E is known to have an influential position in

the decision-making process and reportedly used coercion

through his business connections to get things done. Al-

though this was not popular with certain other leaders in

the county, his influence could not be easily overlooked in

the leadership structure. Furthermore, he has a close kin
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relationship to Leader G, who, in turn, has kin relation-

ships by marriage connections to both Leaders B and C.

That he can take action when aroused will be shown in Chap-

ter IV, the Hospital Issue.

Kinship and Business Ties
among Top Influential Leaders

In Figure 1, the kin connections of ten of the most

influential leaders of Southern County are graphically

presented. The solid lines indicate kinship by blood rela-

tionships or intermarriage of families. The dotted lines

demonstrate the known business relationships of top leaders

or of their close kin. The top ten leaders identified by

this study are designated by alphabetical letters A through

J on the inner circle. Other leaders identified, who tie

in with these top ten leaders on the basis of data compiled

are shown in the outer fringe.

By observation, the reader can see that Leader A

is solidly connected to Leaders BB and AA, and Leader AA

to Leader J. Leaders B, C, and 6 sure solid connections and

G, in turn, has a solid connection with Leader E. Leader 0

has a solid connection to Leaders N and W; and W to PPj N

to M. Leader F is a solid connection to Leader 0; and
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Figure 1.—Sin Connections of Top Influential Leaders,

Blood Relations, or Intermarriage of
Families

Business Relationships Involving Kinships
of Families
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Leader J to AA. All of these leaders are thus blood kin

or have married into immediate families of Southern

County.

Next, the dotted lines show known business rela-

tions of leaders or of their close personal kin working

together in business or in political offices. Data com-

piled disclosed such known dotted line connections between

Leaders A and H; between Leaders D and F, D and I, D and

W, and D and PP; between Leaders E and L, and E and H;

between Leaders F and D, F and H, F and 0, and F and BB?

between Leaders H and A, H and F, and H and BB; between

Leaders I and D, Z and CC. In a newspaper report of

rumored candidates for a prominent office to be filled after

this study was finished in the county, one of the top

leaders denied he would run for office because "it would

look too much like a family affair."

These kin relationships may help to explain some

seeming incongruity of data in certain phases of the

tables. For example. Leader 0, in fifteenth position of

leadership by the index number shown in Table 3, Column 4,

has an extent-of-influence average of 2.22 in Column 3 of

this table. But Leader 0 has a close kin relationship to

Leader F. However, Leader 0 no longer took sun active
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formal position in county government since he left such

activities to Leader P. Several persons interviewed,

especially those in the older age-bracket, stated that

Leader 0 still played an influential role in discussions

of problems for decision-making through Leader F. Others

ascribed a similar role to Leader W, Who was in a close

kin relationship to Leader D.

Of particular interest to this study is the fact

that among the total preliminary list of leaders in Southern

County, the following leaders or presumed leaders were dis-

covered to have a father-son, or father-in-law and son-in-

law type of relationship: Leaders BB and A; Leader B with

C and 6; Leaders W and D; Leaders 0 and F; Leaders NN and

N; Leaders R and P; Leaders EE and Q. These data and

examinations of newspaper records revealed so many leaders

Whose grandfathers or fathers, some of whom are now deceased,

held prominent elective positions representing county affairs

in years past that a kind of hereditary-type influence in

connection with formal positions of leadership is suggested.

Although heredity alone cannot be isolated as a cause-

effect relationship in producing leaders, the number of

cases in Southern County seems too frequent to ignore. Socio-

economic interests, family status or prestige, intermarriages
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with "old families," and a generally static population

all appear to be concomitant factors in furthering a

younger leader's eventual assumption of leadership posi-

tions in county affairs. The number of identified leaders

who came from "old families" or married into those fam-

ilies that have long played an active role in Southern

County's formal leadership positions is remarkable, whether

or not significant.

Geographic Representation of Top
Influential Leaders

In Figure 2, resident communities are shown for

those identified by the procedures of the study as among

the ten most influential leaders in county affairs. The

names given to these communities are fictitious. The top

leader. Leader A, resided in Sandville; Leaders B and C, in

Centerville? Leaders D and E, in Southville; Leader F, in

Northville? Leader G in Southville; Leader H, in North-

ville; and Leaders I and J, in Centerville. Hence, four

resided in Centerville; three lived in Southville? two in

Northville? and one, in Sandville. However, none of the
it •

.

;

ten most influential leaders identified resided in Pine-

ville. The view most of the persons interviewed held was
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NORTHVILLE

CENTERVILLE PINEVILLE

SOUTHVILLE
SANDVILLE

Figure 2.—Resident Communities of Top Leaders
Identified.
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that the leaders there were excellent local leaders, but

they were not particularly influential throughout the

county. The extent-of-influence average for the two most

important leaders from the Pineville area was 1.84 for

Leader P and 1.81 for Leader R (Table 3). These data

support the conclusions of informants that leadership was

primarily local, rather than county-wide , in the Pineville

area, nevertheless. Leader R was in eleventh position in

the summary of sociometric data reported for leaders, as

shown in Table 5. The close kinship ties of Leaders P and

R were reported earlier in this chapter, but neither had

kin connections in other areas of the county.

Zn general, however , the leaders Identified as most

influential from each of the four geographical areas, as

shown in Figure 2, were reported to have frequent county-

level informal gatherings and recreational pursuits in a

different section of the county where problems were dis-

cussed and decisions were made about county affairs. Fur-

ther information about these activities has been presented

in Chapter IV.
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Summary of Data for Top Influential Leaders

In Table 6, the tabulation of leadership character-

istics in Southern County is shown. First, the relative

rank and alphabetical letters of leader identification are

shown as based on data from Table 3. Secondly, the inter-

actions reported by total number of associations and total

number of different associations are shown as based on

data from Table 5.

Under possible sources of influence, the factors of

economic, kin to "old family," and political position

(classified as formal or informal) have been noted. Seven

of the ten most influential leaders were reported at the

time of the study to be in the annual income range of

$15,000 or more. Eight of these ten most influential lead-

ers were described as kin to long-established families in

the county; fifteen of the twenty most influential leaders

were so reported. Those top leaders without family kin

relationships by birth or intermarriage were shown to have

occupational relationships which involved kinships of the

families of other very influential leaders (Figure 1)

.

Economic wealth alone did not seem to be the key to

recognition as an influential leader. Some of the leaders

identified farther down on the influence scale were
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TABLE 6

SUMMARY OP LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS
OP TOP TWENTY LEADERS
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20 T 0 0 X X FX
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considerably more wealthy than others above them. But

several reputedly wealthy residents did not even make the

preliminary list of Interview Guide B simply because, as

the informants stated, "They exert no attempts towards

leadership in the county. “ Apparently, all of those inter-

viewed agreed because none was nominated as an addition

to the leadership list during the study.

One of the most significant results of the study

was evidence of the political roles taken by the leaders

of this small-population county where government is such an

important part of the economy. Letter "F" by the X under

"Political" in Table 6 discloses whether the leader was

holding an elective political office in state, county, or

municipal government at the time of this study. Only two

of the top ten leaders (and four of the top twenty) were

not discovered to be in one of these kinds of an elective

office. However, only Leader G has reportedly never held,

or tried to hold, any kind of elective position. Leader S,

a relatively young leader, tried once without success for

an important elective office, but he has held an appointive

office in connection with county affairs ever since.

Leader H had held elective office previously, but deferred

from seeking re-election when he changed his district resi-
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dence, although he was legally permitted to complete his

term of office at that time. Subsequent to the study, he

ran unopposed in a primary election to replace Leader F,

who suddenly decided he was "too busy this time" for the

previously stated office. Both leaders had been shown to

be associated frequently by the sociometric data shown in

Table 3. Leader 0, one of the older leaders, and close kin

to Leader F, had also served in that elective office in

past years, but he no longer took any formal position in

political offices.

Some of these leaders, according to newspaper

reports and information from persons interviewed in the

county, had held other elective positions in municipal,

county, or state-level government in the past. For example.

Leaders A and L had served in all three levels of political

office. Leaders E, J, and R had been both county and local

elected officials. Leader K had served in two different

elective county offices.

Thus, the data in this study revealed that those

identified as leaders by the procedures of this study took

elective leadership positions in the various levels of

governmental affairs, from time to time during their

careers. In short, there appeared to be no real separation
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of business and government leadership, but an amalgamation

of business and political interests. The eight roost influ-

ential leaders were representatives of small business

interests in the county although three of them had agricul-

tural holdings, too. Yet the county was an essentially

rural and rural nonfarm area by population classification,

as noted in Chapter II. The annual income of eight of the

ten most influential leaders identified was $10,000 or

over, which placed them in the upper 5 per cent of the

country's income range.

Only one of the ten most influential leaders was

defined by occupational classification as professional, and

he was in an educational position. Yet, in the power struc-

ture of a metropolitan community such as Hunter (13)

described, no educational-type professional rated among

the policy making influentials.

The median years of formal schooling completed by

the top ten leaders of the county were thirteen, vdiich

were about five years above the median reported for South-

ern County, and about two years above that of Plorida in

the 1960 Census report (29s 131-32). The trend of the

amount of educational training completed was increasing)

The younger leaders tended to complete more years of formal
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schooling than those older leaders vftio no longer took

such an active role in leadership positions. Yet, the evi-

dence did not support the conclusions that there was a

direct relationship between the amount of formal education

completed per se and the relative amount of influence over

county decision-making. In fact, the various professionals

who resided in Southern County were rarely involved in the

political policy decisions except when asked for advice or

information in the specific areas or interests each had

the technical knowledge to offer.



CHAPTER IV

ATTITUDES AND PARTICIPATION OF THE MOST
INFLUENTIAL LEADERS IN SELECTED
PROPOSALS , PROJECTS, AND ISSUES

Introduction

The analysis-of-issues phase of this study was

seemingly limited by the existence of only one overt issue

of county-wide concerns the hospital construction issue.

Originally, the procedures for this study included

extensive analyses of at least five overt issues. As a

result of the lack of overt issues, further information

was needed about the attitudes of most of the influential

leaders of Southern County toward other selected proposals,

projects, or areas of thinking which might involve or

influence county decision-making. Both leaders and well-

informed residents were interviewed with Interview Guide B,

as shown in Appendix B. This Guide was used as a frame

of reference for collecting data presented in this chapter.

The organization of this chapter includes the fol-

lowing main headings: Attitudes of Leaders toward Proposals

95
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for Which No Overt Issues Were Involved; Attitudes and Par-

ticipation of Top Influential toward Projects Decided by

Official Action; An Analysis of the Hospital Issue; State-

ments and Evidence Indicating Typical Patterns of Handling

County Business through Informal Action of Top Influentials;

Structure of Leadership.

The results of the parts of the questionnaire Which

applied under each of the main headings are summarized by

percentages to indicate the views of all thirty-one of

those who were interviewed. Some anonymous, but typical,

comments are included. The positions of the topmost influ-

ential leaders interviewed have been indicated in relation

to the question. In this way, empirical data have been pre-

sented to support further or to reject the actual existence

of a group or groups of influential leaders in Southern

County’s policy decision-making.

Attitudes of Leaders toward Proposals for
Which No Overt Issues Were_Involyed

In this section, the attitudes of the most influen-

tial leaders toward a number of conditions, proposals, and

questions of public policy were revealed.
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Population growth

As pointed out previously (Chapter II )

,

the popula-

tion of Southern County has been gradually declining over

the past few decades. Interview Guide B was thus used to

determine attitudes toward these problem situations con-

cerning the growth of the county in ten years.

Would like the population to be:

Somewhat smaller than its present population.

About the same size as it is now.

About twice its present size.

About five times its present size.

The following is a summary of the data:

No respondent indicated he wanted to see the popula-

tion smaller.

Twenty-three per cent felt that the county should

remain about the same size as it is now.

Thirty-one per cent answered they believed the

county ought to grow about twice its present size.

Fifteen per cent of those interviewed (representa-

tive of corporate or development interests) thought the

county ought to grow about five times its present size.

Although not stated directly in the interview ques-

tionnaire, it was soon indicated that another qualification
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was necessary. Thirty-one per cent indicated verbally that

they would like to see "some growth" or "grow slightly."

Among these, the idea of doubling the population in the next

ten years was simply too fast.

One of the top influentials identified by the pro-

cedures of the study stated, "About a 25 per cent increase

is enough." Another of the topmost influential leaders

preferred that the county remain "about the same size," but

he was aware that "some persons would like to see the popu-

lation doubled." Several important leaders in the banking

and finance aspect of the county noted that if the popula-

tion were to be increased "some" in the next decade, more

industrial payrolls should be attracted into the county.

The feelings expressed by some well-informed resi-

dents were that the top leaders would probably favor about

the same sized population because "it would be easier to

maintain the status quo," or "they wouldn't lose control

over things that way. " Political leaders were believed to

be in better positions to exercise controls if the county

remained about the same size. An influx of new residents

might permit the rise of a two-party system because many

were from out of the state, and "other Plorida counties have

had that happen I"
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None of the highly progressive interests that

favored population growth to about five times the present

size was rated among the topmost influential leaders in

the county, according to the procedures of this study.

In some areas of the county, some local leaders

expressed the view that the progress and d<n lopment of

the county was being held back by "community rivalries" and

by the "unwillingness of some of the older leaders to sup-

port measures which would benefit the whole county."

In summary, the evidence showed that most of those

identified as influential leaders in Southern County

favored keeping the county about the same size or else

"some growth" during the next decade.

P^g^lgyniejat in
.

j&eJJnitgd States

This question was included to determine the views

of those in leadership positions toward the role of the

federal government in connection with a problem not directly

applicable to the county because the unemployment rate at

the time of the study was relatively low compared to that

of many areas of the state (29:132-33). All of those vdio

participated in the study were asked to indicate whether:

Government in Washington, D. C., must take
action to solve it.

Problem will have to run its natural course
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Among those interviewed in the top leadership posi-

tions, one of the top ten leaders said, "Most business

people are against 'pump priming.'" Several others stated

that "the federal government ought to keep out as much as

possible." There was expressed the opinion that "there is

too such dependence on the federal government already.

"

Only one of those who was considered a top influential

informed the writer that "most of the influential leaders

would rather let things go and follow their natural course,

but I'm for action to solve these problems."

Several of the typical comments demonstrated the

various attitudes among all of those interviewed:

"I am opposed to this idea of a welfare state."

"I think I read a long time ago, 'The best governed

is the least governed.'"

"I was taught about the 'law of supply and demand,'

but the government has messed in affairs so durned much

they can't get out!"

"We've reached the point of no return. The govern-

ment has to take action because they've fooled around so

long.

"

In summary, the evidence regarding the attitude of

most of those identified as among the most influential
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leaders by the procedures of this study was found to be in

favor of the statement that "the problem will have to run

its natural course."

Agriculture

In Chapter II, Southern County was described as a

rural county, but with some economic diversification. The

top eight leaders identified in the study, however, were

shown to have interests in small business by Table 6, al-

though some had agricultural holdings, too. The question

was divided into two sections on Interview Guide B:

(a) attitude toward guaranteed price supports, and (b) atti-

tude toward "controls" by the federal government over pro-

duction of the agricultural commodities supported.

The first question asked which of the following was

favored by leaders:

Favor 100% parity price supports.

Favor 90% parity price supports.

Favor some kind of guaramteed minimum price
supports . %

Do not favor price supports.

Among all the persons who contributed data to this

study, the following views were tabulated:

Four per cent believed 100 per cent parity prices

were favored.
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Twelve per cent said 90 per cent parity prices were

favored.

Fifty-four per cent favored some kind of guaranteed

price supports.

Nineteen per cent did not favor price supports.

Eleven per cent, none of whom had direct interests

or connections with agriculture, preferred to state, "I

don't know."

One of the top leaders with business interests

expressed the view, "Most farmers probably need some kind

of minimum price supports, but frankly I don't know exactly

what it ought to be." None of the topmost influential

leaders interviewed favored 90 per cent or 100 per cent

parity prices, however.

Several of the kinds of opinions expressed were:

"Most farmers tend to favor 90 per cent parity

price supports."

"There probably needs to be some minimum price sup-

ports since agriculture is the backbone of the country, but

not any more than others."

"Probably most farmers ought to have some kind of

guaranteed minimum price supports."

"Farmers have to live, but if I couldn't make a
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living at ray job, I'd get out . . . . No, they don't sup-

port prices in my business."

The second question asked whether there should be

any controls over the production of the agricultural com-

modities that are supported:

Yes.

No.

With regard to the responses about this problem, 73

per cent said yes; 15 per cent said no, but the latter were

essentially the same ones who opposed price supports alto-

gether. The remaining 12 per cent preferred not to express

an opinion.

One of the businessmen who was identified as a top

leader in the county commented, "Most people realize that

controls would be a necessary condition if there are price

supports." Another top leader with varied interests, in-

cluding agricultural holdings, noted, "You can't have one

without the other [controls]. It's helped some, but I

don't know that it is the answer."

In summary, all of those top influential leaders who

were interviewed appeared to favor some kind of guaranteed

minimum price supports for various agricultural commodities,

and they generally recognized that controls should be a
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necessary condition of such a policy decision. Only one of

those interviewed who favored 90 per cent to 100 per cent

parity price supports was identified among the top twenty

most influential leaders of the county, and he had strong

agricultural interests, but lived in town. The fact that

so few of the topmost influential leaders identified in

Southern County had primarily agricultural interests and

holdings in an essentially rural county seemed to reduce

the amount of concern by leaders towards this problem area.

Business

As shown previously in Table 6, most of the top

leaders identified held interests in small business. The

questionnaire asked for response to the followings

Favor laws by the federal government to protect

"small business" against "big business??

Yes.

No.

This question was designed to check whether personal

interests affected the general feeling of the county's lead-

ership with respect to favoring laws by the federal govern-

ment to protect small business against big business.

Seventy—seven per cent indicated the favoring of

these laws.
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Fifteen per cent opposed any such laws by the fed-

eral government.

Eight per cent preferred not to express an opinion.

Included in this group were branch representatives of large

corporate interests.

One top influential leader and businessman Who

favored protection by federal laws pointed out that the fed-

eral government defines "small business" as "less than 1,000

employees and below five million dollars annual income."

Hence, no businessman in Southern County could be considered

"big business" in terms of this definition.

Another top leader with agricultural interests as

well as business interests rather consistently opposed the

federal government's participation in most local activities

including small business protection. He was willing to favor

some kind of agricultural minimum price supports with the

stipulation that even this procedure was not the answer.

One of the top business leaders stated, "Merchant

associations are not adequate, so probably we need some

federal government protection against 'big business . '

"

Some other typical answers of leaders interviewed

were*

"Yes, such laws are needed to prevent monopolies

and price-fixing.

"
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"Yes, these laws prevent the 'little fellow' from

being hurt."

"Anti-monopoly laws are undoubtedly necessary for

the welfare of our country or 'big business' would probably

control everything .

“

"I'm against 'big business' myself, but everybody

tends to be for getting bigger himself."

"No, I'd rather not see the federal government in

this, but small business is common in the county, and some

may think it is protection."

In summary, over three-fourths of all those inter-

viewed in Southern County indicated the favoring of laws by

the federal government to protect "small business" against

"big business." Only one of the topmost influential leaders

expressed opposition to these federal laws. As stated

previously, nearly all of those identified as the topmost

influential leaders in Southern County were businessmen, or

owned interests in small businesses, which are an important

characteristic of the economy. Hence, the factor of self-

interest in small business operations appeared to have a sig-

nificant effect upon favorable views toward this problem.
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Property assessments

Property assessment policies have long been of

vital concern in local government and school finance. Johns

and Morphet reported that 86.9 per cent of revenue for all

local governments in the United States in 1957 was derived

from property taxes (14x113). Furthermore, school districts

in the United States in 1957 obtained 97.6 per cent of their

local tax collections from property taxes (14:111).

According to Article IX, Section 1, of the Florida

Constitution, "The Legislature shall provide for a uniform

and equal rate of taxation ... and shall prescribe such

regulations as shall secure a just valuation of all property

both real and personal, excepting such property as may be

exempted by law for municipal, education, literary, scien-

tific, religious, or charitable purposes."

In Article IX, Section 5, authorization is given by

the legislature to the several counties and incorporated

cities or towns in the state "to assess and impose taxes for

county and municipal purposes, and for no other purposes, and

all property shall be taxed upon the principles established

for State taxation."

By Article X, Section 7, provision was made for

exemption from all taxation, except for assessment for
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special benefits, up to the assessed valuation of Pive

Thousand Dollars on homesteads of residents, as defined by

Section 1 of said article. This section has become more

commonly known as the "homestead exemption " law.

Article VIII has included provisions for the elec-

tion every four years of a county assessor of taxes "whose

powers, duties and compensation shall be prescribed by law."

County tax assessors in Florida have, in practice,

utilized widely varying rates for assessing just valuation

of property. Estimates from the Railroad and Telegraph Com-

mission report in 1959 (25) showed a range in county assess-

ments from 27 per cent to 100 per cent of true value, but

"the probability is that these figures would be too high by

perhaps as much as 10 per cent," according to several taxa-

tion and finance experts with whom the writer has discussed

this report. By rank ordering the data of this 1959 report.

Southern County was shown to be in the lower half of the

range of ratings of assessed valuation of each county in

Florida (25). However, the tax assessor of Southern County

has been following a policy in recent years of gradually

increasing valuations of property in that county and was

generally considered "sound" by most leaders or well-informed

residents that were interviewed.
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Virtually all the elected county tax assessors in

Florida have undergone continuing pressures from their

electorate to hold the line on tax assessments, whereas the

state trend has been toward obtaining reassessments upward.

The differences of assessment rates among the sixty-seven

Florida counties and the unwillingness of the legislature

to establish a state assessment agency in order to obtain a

uniform assessment policy throughout Florida has tended to

foster recurrent problems in public finance.

In school finance, with the adoption in 1947 of the

Minimum Foundation Program, a formula was developed to

offset the widely different rates of assessed valuations

among Florida counties. This formula for determining the

"index of taxpaying ability" has been included in Chapter

236.071 in the Florida School Code (10).

Whenever any individual county has increased its

property valuation by reassessment, it has directly increased

the state's total non-exempt assessed valuation. The appli-

cation of each county's "index of taxpaying ability" to the

state's total non-exempt assessed valuation has been used

to provide an "equalized assessed valuation." The amount

calculated for each county by this procedure must then serve

as the basis for a six-mill levy as the required minimum
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local effort in order to participate in Florida's Minimum

Foundation Program for education. The consequence has been

that those counties vfiiich have continued to assess at a low

percentage of true value must then levy a higher millage.

But when the constitutional limit of twenty mills has been

reached, the county must either reassess or discontinue its

full participation in the state educational program. The

ultimate effect has been to force county tax assessors to

reassess property upward.

Since Southern County has had a slightly declining

population over the past few decades, as noted previously,

there were not such great local demands for increased ser-

vices, new school building constructions, and improvements

of facilities as the rapidly growing counties have experi-

enced. But every county must make policy decisions about

its needs and develop budgets to allocate the funds to be

expended for meeting those needs. Measures of public wel-

fare, such as construction of roads, schools, the number of

personnel to be employed, and the salaries of government

employees are always specific items to be considered in the

development of a budget. Thus, tax assessment policy has

become an integral part of the millage levy required to

meet budgetary needs.
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The attitude of Southern County's leaders toward

property assessments, therefore, was considered an important

aspect of this study. Information was sought to determine

the current views of leaders to*

Reduce the assessed valuation of property.

Hold the line on assessed valuation of
property.

Gradually increase the assessed valuation.

Considerably increase the assessed valuation.

The following summary showed that*

Pour per cent indicated favoring the reduction of

assessed valuation.

Fifty-four per cent wanted to hold the line.

Thirty-eight per cent thought a gradual increase

should be the policy.

Pour per cent felt that a considerable increase was

necessary for the development and progress of the county.

Some of those who favored holding the line remarked

that there had already been a gradual reassessment of

property. Several of the well-informed residents Who said

they themselves believed a gradual increase was necessary
.

to provide services for the county indicated they felt that

the general attitude of most of the leaders would favor
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holding the line. Some of those who indicated favoring a

gradual increase in assessments felt that the tax millage

levy should be reduced. Several mentioned the repeal of

the "homestead exemption" law mentioned earlier in this

chapter as a step which might have to be considered in the

future.

As far as the topmost influential leaders who were

interviewed in the study were concerned, the attitude

toward property assessments was to "hold the line," inas-

much as there had already been a gradual increase in the

assessed valuations of property. As might be expected,

they were holders of property of considerable worth. A num-

ber of the other lesser leaders who favored the present tax

assessor *s policy of a gradual increase in assessed valua-

tion stipulated that a drop in the millage levy should be

concurrent.

One of the top leaders identified, having studied

figures regarding expenditures of some workers in the county,

had reached the conclusion that a sales tax would be better

than property taxes to provide the services they needed.

"Most of these workers spend so much money for liquor," he

believed, “that a sales tax would cause them to share more

in the support of the services they want and at the same

time help keep property taxes in line .

"
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In summary, the attitude of Southern County leaders

at the time of the study seemed to be overwhelmingly in
i-

favor of holding the line, or of gradually increasing

property assessments with a concurrent reduction in the

millage levy. It was noted that only 4 per cent indicated

preference for a considerable increase in property assess-

ments premised on the economic belief that such a policy

was required to promote real progress and development of
» 1 I

-

.

‘

the county. However, no one who favored raising taxes was

identified as a top influential leader. Thus, Southern

County’s philosophy tended to be economically "conserva-

tive," and leaders seemed to prefer keeping tax assessments

about the same.

Racing Commission funds

A State Racing Commission was first created in

Florida in 1931. Schools in the state received funds from

this source as early as 1934.

According to Chapter 550.01 Florida Statutes, the

Florida legislature established in 1941 the present legal

basis for the State Racing Commission to supervise and

direct the operations of horse tracks, greyhound tracks,

and jai-alai. Five members are appointed by the governor,

with approval of the Senate. One of the more important
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functions of the State Racing Commission has been to admin-

ister the distribution of funds collected according to the

statutes

.

Since 1941, the proceeds of at least 3 per cent of

all pari-mutuel pools have been pledged to equal division

among the counties, with a guaranteed minimum of $33,000 a

year for each county supplemented from other sources, if

necessary. Counties also equally share admission proceeds.

Fear has developed among the small counties of Florida that

the current practice of equally dividing Racing Commission

funds might be changed if the "big counties" should ever

gain control of the legislature by reapportionment. The

amount of funds distributed among Florida counties has been

steadily increasing. By 1959-60, the amount had increased

to $187,800 for each county (9*186-87). Thus, these flat

grants to all the counties have become a highly important

source of revenue receipts for most small-sized counties

for use either by the county government or for the public

school system. Distribution of this revenue has varied

among the counties. Some counties have utilized the entire

amount for public schools; some have allocated the total

amount to the county government. In the rest of the coun-

ties, the proceeds were divided in varying ways, usually by
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provisions of "local bills" passed by the legislature on

a "local courtesy" basis, as described in Chapter ZZ.

In 1959-60, the Biennial Report of the State Super-

intendent of Public Instruction (9: 252-53) showed that

Racing Commission funds as a source of school revenue re-

ceipts had ranged from none for seven counties to over 28

per cent in several small counties in the state. For

Southern County, the current distribution of these funds

made it an important source of school revenue receipts.

Some years ago. Southern County obtained passage of

a "local bill" for distribution of Racing Commission funds.

This bill proposed first to assign a designated sum to the

county government, the next amount was to be applied to the

school system, an additional fixed sum to the county govern-

ment, and whatever balance remained should thereupon be

allocated to the school system. Although this division was

satisfactory to both county commissioners and school inter-

ests at first, the schools have continued to receive this

"balance" of funds beyond the fixed amount designated by

the "local bill." Hence, with the trend of a steady in-

crease in amount of racing funds allocated to each county,

the balance obtained in accordance with provision of the

bill has become sizable. Calculations based on figures
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from the 1958 Biennial Report (9*252-53) have shown that

Southern County has been utilizing around 90 per cent of

the county's current share of Racing Commission funds for

school budgetary purposes.

Prom a historical point of view extending even

before the last three years for which this study was desig-

nated, one attempt was discovered to have been made in the

past decade to change this “local bill." A former state

representative, after a close election, had helped to put

through another "local bill" to change the method of distri-

bution, but some of the other powers at that time were

reported to have been able to get the governor to veto this

bill, which was recognized to be a rather unusual procedure

for handling bills of this type.

Several other historical instances were mentioned

by some informants ,where several county commissioners who

had favored changing the method of distribution of Racing

Commission funds within the county were subsequently

"eliminated" from office.

In general, then, there has for some time been a

jealous eye kept on the financial policy of distribution of

the Racing Commission funds within Southern County.

This study, therefore, included in Interview Guide B
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the question as to whether the current attitude of most of

the influential leaders toward Racing Commission funds was

to continue the present distribution between schools and

county government, or whether there was any feeling that

there should be a change in the way these funds were dis-

tributed by the "local bill,"

Continue the present distribution between
schools and county government.

Change the way these funds are distributed.

Ninety-two per cent of those interviewed indicated

favoring the continuation of the present distribution of

funds.

Eight per cent thought there should be a change in

the distribution.

Some of the typical comments were recorded to demon-

strate attitudes toward this problem throughout the county.

"Continue present distribution — definitely!

"

"If there's a change, taxes will have to be raised

to offset it. So, the chances are the present distribution

would be continued.

"

"A higher property assessment, or more tax millage

would be required if the local act is changed."

"Apparently most public officials are willing to

continue the present distribution because nothing has been

done to change it."
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"Probably some change would be fairer on a pro

rata basis, but most say continue as is."

"There ought to be a 50-50 split in the funds.

Without a good county, schools cure no good either."

"We don't want schools to be hurt; but probably it

ought to be more evenly divided than it is. Roads are
f t

needed for school buses to run on.

"

Nonetheless, all but one of the top leaders inter-

viewed favored continuing the present distribution, just as

it was at the time of the study.

In summary, the general attitude of Southern County's

top leaders seemed strongly to favor the continuation of

the present distribution of Racing Commission funds between

county government and the public school system of Southern

County by the provisions of the "local bill." The principal

reason for this position seemed to be the realization that

any change might require an additional millage levy by the

county school board. Since the board was legally an inde-

pendent fiscal agency, and since the present millage levy

was somewhat below the constitutional limits of twenty

mills, the board of public instruction had the authority to

levy am additional amount of tax to offset the loss of rac-

ing funds, if a change in distribution were threatened. This
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placed the school board and school interests in a powerful

position to resist any attempts to change the present dis-

tribution. Of particular significance to this study of

power structure is the recognition that two representatives

of school interests (Leaders P and I) were rated among the

ten most influential leaders of Southern County. When the

one business member of the board of education decided not

to run again, another of the top influential business lead-

ers ran unopposed to take his place. Hence the pattern of

keeping at least one influential business leader on this

mty decision-making board appeared to be important.
/

Salary increase? of goveriunejut

officials and teachers

As stated earlier in this chapter, under Property

Assessments, the salaries of elected officials of govern-

ment were always important items of budget development.

Unless a "general bill" was submitted for the establishment

of a salary schedule by population or other factors, "local

bills" must be introduced in the legislature in order to

raise the salaries of elected county officials. Policy

decisions at the local level were tied in with the assessed

valuation of property and with the amount of millage levy.

however
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Interview Guide B, Appendix B, was used to determine

the attitudes of Southern County toward salary increases

and to elicit discussion, if possible, about the policy

making procedures.

Increasing salaries oft

County Commissioners

Yes.

No.

School Board Members

Yes.

No.

Other Elected County Officials

Yes.

* No.

School Teachers

Yes.

No.

The summary of data obtained from all individuals

who were interviewed in this study follows.

With regard to the County Commissioners, 19 per

cent said yes; 77 per cent said no; 4 per cent said yes and

no, with stipulations.

With regard to the School Board Members, 8 per cent

said yes; 92 per cent said no.
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With regard to Other Elected Officials, 12 per cent

said yes; 88 per cent said no.

With regard to School Teachers, 56 per cent said

yes, but most of these stipulated merit increases, if

teachers were competent and qualified; 44 per cent said no.
r

' V

The summaries of the general attitude among all

those who were interviewed indicated strong opposition to

salary increases for county commissioners, school board

members, and other elected officials. In contrast, a slight

majority favored a salary increase for school teachers, but

with stipulations for merit pay based on qualifications and

demonstrations of competence.

There were a number of reasons cited for the posi-

tions taken with respect to the answers given.

One of the views held by a very small minority who

favored salary increases for all was that they would attract

more competent personnel to the positions.

Others who favored salary increases for county com-

missioners and school board members pointed out that there

was an increasing amount of county business to be carried
t \

' ' • • •

on and a number of special meetings, public hearings, and

informal activities which required considerably more time

than formerly. Furthermore, no provisions were made for
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expenses of travel to these extra activities except When

business was conducted at meetings outside the county. There

was some feeling expressed that the commissioners and school

board members were both underpaid for their responsibilities.

On the other hand, most of those opposing salary
'

raises right down the line said that these jobs were taken

with full knowledge of the salary paid and therefore they
I ... / f '

. ;
•

, ;

• •

should be willing to work for that amount.
! t I t

y

Some reasons for opposition to pay raises were
, ‘ *

typified by the following comments:

"Taxes are about up to the saturation point."
t

"Everybody would like to see salaries increased,

but where are you going to get the money?"

"They are all getting too much already!"

"To continue to increase salaries and do anything

else which will raise taxes any more is going to be like

'killing the goose that laid the golden egg.'"
f * f •

. .
V. • f

: V •

"Times have been harder recently. Polks aren't

anxious to see these salaries being raised in such times."
t

With regard to specific opposition to increasing

salaries of county commissioners and school board members,
/ ?

some believed that these boards met officially only a

couple of times a month and hence salaries were adequate.
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The most candid objection to salary increases by a number

of leaders was that "too many would simply run for the

money .

"

"Salaries don't really attract the kind of elected

leaders we want to represent our citizens .

”

“There needs to be more stress on electing success-

ful businessmen, not on choosing officeholders who want to

supplement their family incomes

.

H

Therefore, the paradoxical views are expressed by

opposing elements of the population that better salaries

are a means of attracting more competent personnel to the

various positions, versus those who feel that the increased

salaries attract less competent persons to run for the

various offices.

Regardless of these diverse opinions summarized,

the empirical evidence obtained from the apparently best-

informed sources revealed that the decisions about these

matters were made already in small informal meetings with

key political leaders identified by this study.

These informal policy development meetings before

formal decisions were enacted officially have usually been

held "in the woods," "on the river," "at the grill,” or in

the homes of various leaders. In general. Southern County's
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leaders were reported to like to mix business with pleasure.

Social activities have long served as the setting for a

selected group of leaders Mto sit down and discuss and

reason" about problem situations.

These policy makers decided "no" for pay raises of

county commissioners if by a "local bill," but "yes" if by

a "general bill." However, this was virtually tantamount

to saying "no" because of the campaign promise by the win-

ning gubernatorial candidate not to raise taxes, and the

support of members of the legislature from the small-county

"bloc" to which Southern County belonged.

Similarly, no salary increases were generally pro-

posed for other elected officials, except possibly one by

a "local" legislative measure. Salaries were relatively

quite good in comparison with many counties of similar size

or wealth at the time of the study.

Finally, school teachers were not to get any local

raises, but only what the state legislature would provide.

Although the Florida Education Association was seeking at

least seven hundred and fifty dollars in "across the

board" raises for public school teachers, the new governor

was reported to be deeply concerned that his campaign

promise not to raise taxes be maintained. There was
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empirical evidence from this study that several of those

identified among the topmost influential leaders in Southern

County worked closely with others in the small-county

"bloc" to help carry out this aspect of the platform. The

legislature eventually passed a two-hundred-dollar "across

the board" pay raise, plus four hundred dollars for those

teachers who should elect to participate in the competence

award program. The same generally informal procedures for

reaching state-wide decisions were followed as typified

the decision-making process in Southern County's affairs.

Empirical data in further support of the typical patterns

of handling county business through informal action of top

influential s have been presented in a subsequent section of

this same chapter. For the legislative decisions, selected

political leaders met frequently and informally to discuss

and work out the policy decisions to be enacted officially.

Some important decisions in state and in Southern County

affairs were discovered to be from highly reliable sources,

since subsequent newspaper reports published what had been

predicted in confidential interviews during the period of

the study. The teachers' pay raise and the competence award

program were examples of decisions known by the writer

before official enactment. Other information from those in
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or close to the decision-making process could not be dis-

closed without violating the confidences of those who

assisted the writer in the study of patterns of leadership

in Southern County. Those Who were identified by the pro-

cedures of this study as top influentials in decision-

making in Southern County were found to be powerful forces

even in state affairs.

Attitudes and Participation of Top Influentials
toward Projects Decided by Official Action

In this section an analysis of leadership action

and opinion toward two recent projects is reviewed. These

two projects are public housing and an educational-type

project.

housing

The Housing and Home Finance Agency was created by

Congress in 1947 to reorganize and to implement the original

federal housing legislation of the 1930's.

The Housing and Rent Act of 1949 gave the federal

government authority to subsidize rents of low-income fam-

ilies and to build more housing units in those areas which

agreed to participate in these activities and to meet the

requirements of the legislation. Congress has passed
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legislation to implement the original act from time to time.

The following question was designed to disclose

the attitude toward favoring the use of federal-local funds

for providing low-rent public housing units in Southern

County.

Favor using federal-local funds for providing low-

rent housing units*

Yes.

No.

The summary of data reveals*

Seventy-seven per cent indicated this provision was

favored in Southern County.

Nineteen per cent indicated opposition to the

measure.

Four per cent were unwilling to indicate a position.

In view of generally conservative attitudes expected

toward various political and economic problems, the writer

was surprised to find that the measure had already been

passed by the Board of County Commissioners of Southern

County without controversy. A housing authority had already

been appointed by the governor before the field interviews

for this study were held. All five of the larger communities

had to be surveyed by an outside agency to determine their
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local housing needs. Pineville was found not to need

these housing units; allocations of units for construction

were already made for three other communities, and the

fifth community was being surveyed during the study.

Some of the comments expressed below were indica-

tive of the diverse views held by various leaders throughout

the county about the public housing project:

"Yes, it is being done in the county."

"We have already undertaken this, so I guess they'd

be in favor .

"

"This community took the leadership in this matter

for those communities needing housing."

"It is being done, but I wouldn't personally be too

much in favor of it myself, [deader m and kin] helped get

the project through with the help of a congressman.

"

"I think this came from the top down, but we don't

need it in this community.

"

"No, this puts government in competition with pri-

vate business interests.”

"It has been adopted, but more feeling has arisen

since then because some have rental properties which might

be affected by government competition."

One top business leader explained, "Most favored
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the idea at the time except for a couple o£ boys who had

some rental units which might be affected. Once passed by

the county's commissioners, it came under the administration

of a housing commission which was appointed by the governor
'4

,

on the recommendation of our board of county commissioners.”

Another top leader admitted frankly, ”It is being

done in some districts, but there is a divided mind here,
i

-
.

i
•

.

1

*

and some of the larger taxpayers cire against it* " According

to informants , he represented the major opposition because
3

4 $ r.» ",
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it threatened some rental property interests, including his
i , .

* . •
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own.

A local community leader described the development

of the situation in this way* "Some who thought we needed

it were for it; but some property owners and builders and

financial interests might oppose it. The idea was spon-

sored through our congressman. They got it through before

most opponents realized it. We could use some housing like

this — especially for some of the whites — but you have

to put up some for Niggers in their residential areas, too.

They don't expect to integrate any of the facilities

because of the locations of the units within widely sep-

arated residence areas.”

One of the leaders stated that "nearly all of the
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leaders who were informed about the proposal went along

with the idea.” At any rate, no one raised such serious

objections in the formative stages that they sought to

block the proposal. Thus, with the assistance from a

congressman, and selected top leaders, the measure was

passed.

A spokesman for the housing authority has attempted

to reassure objectors that "the sole purpose of the program

is to provide adequate housing for those people now living

in substandard housing. It will not affect the owners of

property now rented that meets a recognized standard for

occupancy." However, an interesting aspect of the establish-

ment of this plan was that it had been passed in spite of

the objection of one of the strongly conservative older

leaders, and without the support of another influential

leader Who has generally opposed government participation

in local affairs. However, there was also some indication

that these two leaders have not tended to work together in

other specific matters unless through indirect participa-

tion, or by being placed on the same side of certain issues

through several other leaders \d\o have played the roles of

"balancing factors."

In summary, the evidence obtained supported the
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fact that Southern County's participation in low-rent

public housing construction did not have unqualified

support of two among those identified as most influential

leaders: one Whose property interests were threatened,

and the other Whose attitude consistently opposed federal

participation in local affairs. Nevertheless, several key

business leaders were able to get together to obtain the

adoption of the measure with "outside" help, and the project

had gotten under way before opposition could stop it.

Educational-type project

During the study of Southern County, an educational-

type project was initiated by some women in a formal organi-

zation from one of Southern County's communities. The pro-

cedure described was cited by a number of those interviewed

in the fielc study as an example of good leadership in

Southern County.

These women carried their idea to similar organiza-

tions in other communities for consideration. The proposal

was presented for public discussion in all the communities.

At a special meeting a "consultant" from outside the county

was brought in to explain the implications of the plan to

the formal legal agency which would have to authorize the

project. There was an opportunity to question and examine
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the various aspects of the proposal without pressure.

Later, a public hearing at the county seat was called by

the formal legal body to hear pros and cons about the

proposed project. The writer attended this meeting, A

turnout of approximately fifty representatives from all

over the county appeared and spokesmen made brief speeches

to support the project. A petition in support of the

project from a community which had a top leader and his
/ t

, S

family included among the names was read aloud to the group.

The opportunity to speak against the measure brought no

response. Only the attorney for the board reminded the

group verbally that there was a possibility of a fraction

of a mill tax increase needed to carry out the proposal.

However, another spokesman pointed out that, in the prepara-

tion of the budget for the next fiscal year, it would have

to be considered ... there was still the possibility that

the project might be included without any additional levy

if the value of property assessments continued to be

increased gradually.

Interview Guide B included this project as part of

the questionnaire section in order to determine the attitude

of those interviewed, including identified leaders, toward

• • |

the adoption of the educational-type project, especially
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since it might involve a slight increase in tax millage.

Favor the proposed project for the county:

Yes.

No.

Sixty-five per cent of the respondents favored

the project.

Twenty-seven per cent did not favor it.

Eight per cent answered they didn't know.

Only one of the top influential leaders interviewed

thought the services would not be worth the cost; the rest

indicated support of the proposal.

Several of those identified as local leaders felt

that the project was not needed in their community since

the type of service proposed was already available in that

area. Some informants believed that the possibility of a

tax increase would defeat the proposal.

One of the leaders who had been identified among

the topmost influential persons in the county stated

flatly, "The project will go through I"

Since all but one top influential leader identified

in the study favored the proposal, and 27 per cent of the

others interviewed indicated opposition to the measure, the

power of the top influentials to put the project over
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seemed assured. One would have to predict passage of the

proposal by the formal county-wide governing board if, in

reality, the top leaders favoring the proposal possessed

the power to influence the decision. The forthright pre-

diction by one of those leaders who admittedly sat in on

informal councils for decision-making about problems which

arose in the county was that it would pass. Subsequent to

the work in the field by the writer, the proposal was

approved by the governing body and is now in operation among

the other services of government . Attendance in formal

meetings of the decision-making boards of county government

was not characteristic of all of those identified as most

influential leaders in the county. In this instance, the

leader who predicted passage of the proposal did not
i
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attend the public hearing regarding the project.

He remarked, "I never attend those affairs unless

they specifically ask me to come. But the county is small

enough that when something like this comes up I can talk to

these boys beforehand."

A petition vftiich included the names of several

influential leaders was read at the meeting.

An original informant stated at the beginning of the

study that "those fellows on the board either think alike or
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else they get together ahead of time because there is

rarely any disagreement during the official meetings."

An Analysis of the Hospital Issue

The only overt issue in Southern County with Which

to examine the behavior of leaders identified by the pro-

cedures of this study was the hospital issue. In order to

seek data regarding the extent of involvement and relative

influence of those identified as leaders, the hospital

issue was included as an important part of Interview

Guide B, Appendix B. This situation, incidentally, has

been controversial in a number of areas of Florida, as well

as in various parts of the United States. The Hill-Burton

Act was passed by Congress in 1946, in vAlich federal funds

were authorized to states to help pay the cost of building

new hospitals. This Act required federal—local cooperation;

the local government must match the federal funds and must

also obtain state approval determined on the basis of

prescribed minimum standards.

The construction of a hospital in Southern County

had been a burning issue not only in recent times, but also

some years ago.

One community, Southville, had originally proposed
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the construction of a hospital in its area of the county

as a project to be jointly sponsored, operated, and main-

tained by multi-county participation. However, Northville,

its historic rival, steadfastly refused to go along with

this proposal, and had succeeded in preventing adoption of

the plain at that time.

Recently, some elected local leaders of Northville

came up with a proposal to build a new hospital in their

community with city-federal funds. The hospital would be

deeded to the county for the operation and maintenance of

facilities. It was estimated that some millage increase

would be required to guarantee this maintenance. When the

Northville delegation appeared before the board of county

commissioners, the proposal seemed at first generally

acceptable to four of the commissioners, but Leader D from

the rival community, Southville, although outvoted four to

one, asked that this proposal be taken back to all of their

communities for more careful consideration before final

adoption of the measure.

In terms of this study, the ability of one commis-

sioner (Leader D) to stop the adoption of this proposal was

a significant indication of power. The pattern of having

an influential businessman on each county decision-making
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board seemed complete, since such representation on the

school board was already noted earlier. This commissioner

was the only member of the board of county commissioners

who was identified among the topmost influential leaders

of Southern County by the procedures of this study. He was

described repeatedly throughout the study as "a real poli-

tician." Most of the knowledgeable persons attributed to

this commissioner the ability to carry the board along with

him so that "those other fellows usually follow his deci-

sions." He was the only one rated with county-wide influ-

ence among the commissioners. His frequent interactions

with other top leaders of Southern County were reported in

Chapter III (Table 5) • The kin relationships by blood,

marriage, or business of those identified among the top

leadership were shown in Figure 1.

The historic north-south rivalry in the county was

brought into the decision. Other delegations appeared at

the subsequent meetings of the commission to contest the

proposal. Thereupon, the board of county commissioners

decided to let the matter be decided by a "straw ballot"

of the people. The delegation which had proposed the hos-

pital then wanted all registered voters to participate in

the straw ballot. However, the board of county commissioners
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ruled that only “freeholders," or taxpayers who were

directly affected by the probable increase in millage,

whould be eligible to vote. Several members of the com-

mission were up for re-election and it seemed convenient

to leave the controversy to a decision by the people.

A series of bitter public debates took place

throughout the county . Some friendships became quite

strained during this controversy. It was the only overt

issue in recent years because informants reported that

most policy decisions were generally worked out informally

so that projects or problems rarely became public contro-

versies. In addition, the situation became tied in with

some important state and county elections, and most of

these candidates or their close political supporters tried

to keep from becoming openly involved. The hospital's

proponents drew their leadership primarily from Northville,

the community in which the hospital was to be constructed,

but none was identified among the top influential list of

leaders. The strongest leadership opposition to the pro-

posal centered in Southville, where three leaders (D, E, and

G) were identified among the most influential leaders of

Southern County (Figure 2)

•

By summarizing information and typical statements
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collected throughout the county, the positions and opera-

tional patterns of the topmost influential leaders could
*

be cross-validated.

Leader A .—Although a resident of Sandville, he was

identified as one who worked closely with the other top

leaders in the county. He was up for re-election, and yet
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he had friends throughout the county. Informants stated

that he was against the hospital, but not openly, due to

the election. Typical comments were:

"He was known to be against it."

"He was definitely involved and exerted influence

against it, but not openly."

Leader B.—Although a resident of Centerville, he

was also tied in closely with other top leaders by kinship.

Informants described his position on the hospital as fol-

lows:

"He was against it, but not publicly since he had

friends on b6th sides."

"He talked quietly against it — that's the way he

works .

"

"He was definitely against it, but made no speeches."
.«•
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"He was against it. Being in his position, he

worked more quietly, but it was known around here."
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Leader C .—This leader was against it because of

its "unsound financing and geographical location. " As a

resident of Centerville, he said that the north-south split

in the county created the flare-up. An attempt to recon-

cile the split by a neutral site was made too late and the

situation got out of hand. Since he was supporting a state

candidate for elective office, he kept out of the issue

openly.

Informants reported*

"He was quietly against it.

"

"He opposed the set-up by quiet ways."

"He said the financing was unsound and the place was

not right for the whole county."

Leader D .—A resident of Southville, Leader D had

helped to block the hospital at the beginning. At one time,

he had also resided in Northville, and had many kinfolks

in both communities. The delegation which had initiated the

proposal for the hospital construction in Northville did

'
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not think he would oppose the idea. When he stopped the

proposal, informants reported that some persons in the dele-

gation threatened to "get him" in the next election if he

ran, but he was not up for re-election that year. He said,

"I opposed it because of unsound financing involved." There
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appeared to be no doubt of his reported stand regarding

this issues

"He was definitely opposed to it and with a lot

of influence."

"He didn't have to oppose it publicly — his stand
•

'
-1 1

* 9

was already known around the county."

"He certainly was against it.

"

"He had some influence against it among his friends."

"He was against it and the way it would cost."

Leader E .—As a resident of Southville, he was the

most outspoken critic of the construction of the hospital

in the Northville area. He said, "I had not planned to

take an active role, but some people came around to ask me

to speak against it ... . None of the hospitals can make

it without additional tax support, and the county would

have to increase the millage to support and maintain a hos-

pital, and there are already good hospitals nearby. That

area rejected a better plan of sharing the financing some

years ago, and people don’t forget that, either." This

leader openly debated against the issue all over the county

at political rallies. Reports about his activities were

known throughout the county.

Typical comments included these:
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"He opposed the thing because it would raise taxes."

"He was definitely against it and with plenty of

influence .

"

"He made speeches against it all around.

"

"He called me to work against it here. It would

have been substandard compared to others nearby and costly

to maintain .

"

"He made the most active campaign of all against

it. He might have been official spokesman for the others."

"I talked with him at his office. He told me that

there would be a tax increase necessary to support it, and

I'm sure against any more taxes."
/ { -•
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"He said there was unsound financing involved."

Leader F .--“Although from Northville, Where the hos-

pital was to be located, he attended meetings where friends

had invited him to support the construction. "I get invited

to a lot of these meetings to see about different problems,

but lots of times I just listen. Some of my friends were

for this hospital, but I would rather not get the federal

government involved in this financing. We need a hospital,

but those doctors could borrow the money for a private hos-

pital and pay it off in a few years, and still make a good

living."
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Informants reported*

"He wasn't for it was the general impression."

"He was against it in his talking around.

"

"Over here, he didn't take any active position."

"He might have been for it since he was from

Northville .

"

TT • « i ' ) *
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Leader G .—This leader was a resident of Southville,

but ha lived in Centerville at one time. He was closely

tied in with other leaders by kinship and had powerful busi-

ness interests extending beyond the boundaries of the county.

He never took any formal political position in governmental

affairs, but several described him as the real "kingpin" of

political activities. By the procedures of this study, he

was shown to be among the ten most influential leaders, but

not rated the topmost influential, as some claimed he was.

He was unavailable during the time of the study. Informants

reported that his activity regarding the hospital was as

follows:

"He was one of that group definitely involved against

it."

"He was against it, but not openly."

"He was known to be against it, but informally.

"
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Leader II .—This leader was a resident in the North-

ville area. He had moved into the community from the area

near Pineville. He said, "I think the issue was handled

poorly. Many things were said on both sides that were

unfortunate. Community rivalries probably caused its de-

feat. I stayed out of the whole controversy.

"

The reports from informants sunanarized his position

in this issue:

"He never committed himself, but tried to stay out

of it."

“He never let his position be generally known.

"

"He is a respected, capable person, but doesn't

always exert his leadership."

"He was from that area, but wouldn't say much. He

might have been for it quietly."

Leader I .—This leader was a resident of the Center-

ville area, but had also lived in both the Northville and

Southville areas. In his particular position, he was re-

ported to have kept out of the controversy. "Things some-

times get out of hand, and you can always find people who

will be for or against them, " he commented.

Informants believed that:

"He was quietly against it around here, but not

openly.

"
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“He tends to keep out of these affairs."

"He is usually above messing with these political

things and sticks to his own professional concerns .

"

Leader J .—This leader was also a resident of

Centerville. He was generally considered "sound" by most

persons interviewed. He was quiet about his position in

the issue. "I didn't take an open stand, except that they

misquoted me and I had to clarify that because the state-

ments were untrue." In reply to why the hospital was

defeated, he said, "The methods used were not too wise.

Also, the rivalry of communities — you know about the

north-south split in this county, don't you? That helped

beat it. In a more central location, the hospital would

have had a better chance

.

In summary, the evidence demonstrated that the hos-

pital issue was opposed by almost every one of those iden-

tified as among the most influential leaders in Southern

County. Leader E, who had been previously described by

some informants as a "loner ,
" turned out to be the most

vigorous opponent in public debates at political rallies

around the county. Several believed that he might have been

official spokesman for others Who were known to be opposed

to the issue. Many were facing elections themselves or
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were supporting state candidates for political offices.

Since they had friends in the community which proposed the

new hospital, they did not wish to take an open stand.

But it was significant, in terms of this study, to dis~

cover that the opposition of the top leaders was known

throughout the county even though all but one operated

through quiet conversations or informal discussions. One

comment by a former state and county politician seemed

particularly appropriate to the operational patterns of

most leaders. He said, "A whisper is as good as a shout

lots of times in these political decisions."

Leader H was one of the top leaders whose residence

was in the community where the hospital was proposed to be

built. He was the only one vftiose position was not generally

known because he had apparently made a successful effort

to remain aloof from the issue. Only one person thought he

might have been for it quietly. His ties by business with

other top leaders known to be opposed to the hospital may

have influenced Northville not to pressure him for a posi-

tive stand. Hence, he did not exert his leadership this

time, but resisted pressures from both sides and stayed out

of controversy.

If nearly all of those in the most influential
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leadership roles were opposed to the hospital, then it

follows that the hospital issue should be defeated in

Southern County,

There were a large number of different arguments

utilized to oppose the issue* (a) that an increase in

taxation of the county would be necessary to support it;
• •
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(b) that the hospital would be too far from the other com-

munities and would benefit only a limited number of people,

yet be a cost to the entire county; (c) that the facilities

would be actually substandard compared to those in nearby
.

county hospitals; (d) that the proposed local financing

was unsound; (e) that they "tried to railroad the idea

through the commissioners" 7 (f) that someone would be trying

"to get a cut out of the deal"; and (g) that the government

ought to keep out of these things,
' '

'
i •

;

"

The "straw ballot" returns of the county election

showed 56 per cent of the voters were opposed to the proposed

hospital, and 44 per cent were in favor.

The board of county commissioners rescinded their

earlier four-to-one affirmative vote and the proposed hos-

pital seemed to become a "dead issuer"

After a "cooling off" period, the problem was

resolved quietly. Southern County's commissioners
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appropriated out of its capital outlay funds an amount to

match federal funds in order to construct a less expensive

"Health Clinic" at a more acceptable location, a neutral

site between the rival communities.

Some persons were not willing to abandon the con-

struction of a new hospital in Northville. One unconfirmed

report was obtained that the new hospital might be financed

through private donations. However, during the period of

this study, nothing further had been done to carry out this

rumor. The person who had exerted the greatest local

initiative to build the hospital commented, "I am getting

sick of those people who are always holding back progress

• . . but I like this community."

Whatever the arguments advanced to defeat the

hospital issue, the evidence from this study indicated that,

to those interviewed, the proposed location of the hospital

seemed a far more objectionable feature them the use of

federal-local funds. The "historic rivalry" between two

coimnunities apparently was used to block the decision. How-

ever, the most important aspect of this issue in terms of

this 6tudy of power structure of Southern County was that,

wherever their residence, all but one of those leaders

recognized as most influential in county-wide affairs
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exerted opposition , usually behind the scenes, toward the

proposed hospital. Only one of the top leaders publicly

fought throughout the county against this proposal. One

chose not to get into the controversy overtly or covertly.

There was an underlying significance to the fact

that the hospital issue arose. In Southern County, the

top leaders were reported to tend to work together. The
i
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rivalries between the communities had not often been per-
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mitted to become open controversies because they could "sit

down and reason" about problems. These top leaders did not

initiate the construction of the hospital. Some rather

progressive local leaders in the one community tried to
l

.
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get the matter accepted quickly by the county commissioners.

The delegation appeared at the meeting of the board of

county commissioners and offered to build the hospital if

the county would guarantee its maintenance. Only the one

commissioner. Leader D, was able to resist the pressures

invoked and force the measure to be taken back to their

communities. As one of the top influentials in the county,

he was in the position to block a proposal which might not

be acceptable to the other top leaders, or to carry it

through if it were favored. Analysis of the positions of

the top leaders disclosed that all were shown to be
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opposed to the hospital even though several resided where

it was proposed for construction. The issue got too hot

to handle by compromise because things got out of hand and
p»
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out into public controversy. The challenge to their

present leadership was slapped down by feeding the com-

munity rivalries and by spreading other arguments through-

out the county against the proposed construction as ini-
-

.
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tiated by local persons outside the top power structure and
*
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without prior sanctioning by the top leaders in the county.

Statements and Evidence Indicating Typical
Patterjj^of Handling. C^nty .Business.

through Informal Action
of Top Influentials

The formal structure of Southern County was

described in Chapter II. The governmental organization

and principal legally constituted decision-making bodies

were explained briefly. Then other organized c tips and

institutions through which people could get together

formally for various civic, religious, and similar inter-

ests were noted.

Interview Guide A was used with the five original

informants to discover whether any of the formal organiza-

tions played an important role in the decision-making and.
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if so, which ones tended to be the most influential.

"Formal organizations have no particular influence.

Leaders meet informally when problems arise."

"The informal meetings are the important way that

problems are decided."

"None of those organizations play much of a role."

"You won’t get any data about any particular county-

wide influence of any organizations . Sometimes help is

asked in support of a problem, but almost always in a local

area.

"

i. <

"Not much influence is found in these organizations,

although some women are initiating a project for the county

right now.

"

The educational-type project which was spearheaded

by the formal organization of women from one community was

described earlier in this chapter, and was adopted subse-

quently as a county-wide project. Review of the data

revealed that only one of the most influential leaders

identified didn't think it would be worth the cost. The
f \ . ...s' •

prediction by one of the top influential leaders that the

project would pass seemed indicative that this project had

already been discussed and apparently sanctioned by most of

the leaders before formal adoption by the board.
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A local leader stated that " is the only club

in town that is trying to do something. They have taken

projects to the county commission and to the city commis-

sion. Sometimes they win, sometimes they lose. At least,
«

they are trying to do something for the good of the commu-

nity. *

Some of those interviewed said that "a couple of

preachers from Northville spoke in favor of the hospital,

but their influence was mostly among their own members,

rather than county-wide." The data compiled in this study

revealed that virtually all of those identified as influ-

ential leaders were overtly or covertly opposed to the hos-

pital issue, which was defeated. Subsequently, a less

expensive "Health Clinic" was authorized for a neutral site

without a sign of opposition.

There is the implication then that these projects

must be sanctioned before formal adoption. Further informa-

tion regarding the pattern of operation for decision-making

has been presented later in this chapter.

In effect, there was no evidence to support the

importance of any "formal" organizations in county-wide

decision-making. Problems and projects were initiated by

various interest groups, but these seemed to be handled so
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satisfactorily that they rarely became public issues.

The lack of overt public issues in a democratic

society appears in itself a possible indication of the
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existence of a dominant kind of power structure in the

area of decision-making. Repeatedly, the empirical data

supported the almost complete lack of open issues in

Southern County. The following are excerpts from notes
.

taken by the writer during the study.
.

'
-

"This county works things out without getting into

open issues. We don't care for the open controversies like

some places are always having . . . .
"

"There have been no real issues that I can remember
'

since I've grown up."

"We don’t have many open issues. Leaders hold

secret meetings, like most places, I guess."
t >

"There have been no open problems, issues, or

projects in particular. Leaders get together for meetings

and talk things over, if necessary.

"

"Usually we can sit down and talk over problems

before they get out into open issues. If they become public

issues, you can always find people who will take sides for

or against anything."

"We have no real problems because men cam sit down

and work them out."
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"Those checked as influential are able to sit

down, discuss, and reason about most problems that come up."

Having established that there were rarely any

overt issues because leaders reportedly worked things out,

the writer has presented data regarding the number of lead-

ers involved in decision-making. There are some interesting

variations in reports about the number who generally parti-

cipateds

"Two or three from each community may try to help.

"

"Maybe a half a dozen or so • ... "

"... in this county, the group can never be over

twelve to fourteen people."

"There are about a half a dozen men who can pretty

well run the county politically."

Since these leaders were few but varied in number,

estimated to be from six to fourteen, then the assumption

might be made that the same leaders do not necessarily

attend every meeting. Several factors enter into this

assumption, which can be supported by some data, but not by

other data.

In support of the assumption that the same leaders

do not attend every meeting was the report that a known

opponent to a measure might be "called out of town." This
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was a political tactic described as a guaranteed absence.

Secondly, the groups which met with the legisla-

tive delegation were not overlapping. "School interests,

commissioners, and farm interests meet separately,"

according to one top leader.

Thirdly, there were meetings in which "commis-

sioners and legislators and influential people Who repre-

sent a project work together. Then the leaders fan out

into the communities to obtain acceptance .

"

On the other hand, some data implied that there was

a small core of influential leaders in the county.

"A few leaders tend to work together for problems

especially for their areas of interest. Of course, we have

to help out on some projects on a kind of 'give and take'

basis.

"

"They meet on the river or at hunting camps to work

together from time to time. About a half a dozen will talk

over the problem at hand. Then each goes back to his fol-

lowers and works it through."

"About six or seven men can pretty well run the

county politically, but they are also tied in with some

political interests in the next county. Leader G (Table 3)

is probably the strongest political decision-maker even
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though Leaders A and B are in the formal positions. Leader

C has a powerful connection in the State Capitol , and

Leader F has a lot of influence, when he wants to have.

Leader D is a real politician, too. These men meet fre-

quently to discuss matters among themselves. They may have

a boating trip or fish fry and include some others to plan

what to do."

Since all of the top leaders were not available to

be interviewed in Southern County, the value of empirical

data might well be measured in terms of source rather than

amount. Information obtained from one of those identified

as among the topmost influential leaders by this study

might be presumed to be more accurate than data obtained

from merely well-informed residents. In this case, a top

leader had stated that the legislators met with groups

which were not overlapping. Hence, the interest groups were

small, but met separately. However, he did not mention the

most important interest group in county affairs* the

businessmen-politicians . This activity was revealed by well-

informed persons vho lived in a small county, and knew what

was going on. Their knowledge of the top political decision-

makers should not be discounted, nor the identification of

leaders ignored. The leaders named in the description
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quoted previously were as follows: A, B # C, D, sometimes

F, and G. Presumably, the fact that others were included

from time to time tended to vary with the problem or

project for consideration. The assumption that any single

leader was calling the shots would be difficult to prove

without attending the inner councils. The prestige of

formal positions in the legislature undoubtedly gave Lead-

ers A and B top ranking by following the reputational

procedures of this study. Leader C was known to have a

"pipeline to Tallahassee •
" Leader D was described as a

"real politician" and a member of the county commission.

Where he was powerful enough to block proposals like the

hospital until a decision could be made. Leader F was

chairman of the board of education and could exercise his

powers, if needed. He did not always attend policy meet-

ings. Reportedly, Leader N served to carry information

into the area of Leaders F and Hj his interactions with

all these top leaders were known by enough persons in the

study to show up in the sociometric pattern (Table 5)

•

Leader G was the only one of the really top leaders men-

tioned Who was never in any kind of elective political
i

position. Yet his extent of influence rating on the pre-

liminary list was fourth highest (Table 3, Column 3).
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His occupational business interests were multiple, and

his economic interests powerful. The geographical represen-

tation of these top influentials showed that each of them

came from one of the communities into which a decision

must be carried (Figure 2) • Pineville was somewhat removed

both geographically and philosophically, since it was more

interested in growth and development. It went along with

most decisions, but was found not to want public housing,

the educational-type project adopted, nor were its people

interested in supporting a hospital so far away. Leader-

ship there was more concerned with local problems of road

construction and improvement, zoning, schools, and develop-

mental progress.

The web of kin relationships among the top leaders

was shown in Chapter III (Figure 1) . The ability to carry

through decisions was an inextricable part of the operational

pattern. The entire group could be found to have connec-

tions by blood, marriage, or business relations through

this web of kinfolk. „aie instances, there would be

a split between the rival communities, but if enough kin-

folk support could be obtained to balance the discordant

elements that might arise, the rest of the county could

carry through a proposal, or decision.
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The empirical data collected from the study showed

clearly that informal patterns of operation were signifi-

cant in this county. The following are quotations gathered

from persons interviewed throughout Southern County*

"They call up each other on the telephone, or talk

to each other informally.

"

"I talked to [header A] on the phone a while ago,

and he asked me to come and talk about some problems •

"

"We sit down and discuss things carefully. Of course,

we have problems all the time, but we get them worked out.

"

"Before a project is brought before the board,

there are informal meetings and consultations."

"To get things decided, leaders meet informally at

their homes, on the river, in the woods, or on the hill."

"They meet informally at their places on the river."

"Some go fishing together about every weekend.

"

"All men would be able to sit and talk over problems

and projects. Informal planning is done before formal meet-

ings .
"

"All those leaders are able to get along and reason

with each other. A lot of things in this county are de-

cided by people who go out fishing and hunting together.

We like to mix business with pleasure. You have a happier.
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healthier life, and live longer. We don’t care about this

idea of leaders in big cities that try to get away from

everything once in a while."

"Leaders go to one another's houses for dinners and

hold informal meetings about problems Which arise. Not once

a year, but at least once a month, I attended meetings and

contributed certain information about problems •

"

"They tend to meet informally to settle issues and

problems. P has parties for strategy planning. So does Z

in this community."

"Some work hard for things in their local areas, so

there can be a split over some things. But these fellows

always tend to work together if a project is favorable to

the whole county."

Thus, statements and evidence supported conclusively

that informal action was the typical pattern of handling

county business by influential leaders.

Structure of Leadership

On the basis of the empirical data collected, the

structure of leadership in Southern County appeared to be

monolithic, rather than pluralistic.

There was a small core of influential leaders around
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whom the principal decision-making focused. There were

frequent and informal meetings to discuss and resolve prob-

lems of vital concern. Selected leaders in the different

communities might be called in when there were common inter-

ests for which to make policy decisions. Professionals

might be called in for advice in the areas of concern. Those

proposals or projects which tended to benefit all communities,

or leaders' common self-interests, had the greatest chance of

getting accepted. As a general rule, leaders didn't let

problems become public issues because they reached satis-

factory solutions by discussions and by reason. Then the

leaders could return to their followers to "fan out" into

%

the communities through informal procedures to carry through

the decision. Usually persuasion, but occasionally coercion,

was reported as part of the procedures.

In situations where certain leaders were known to be

opposed to a specific proposal that others wanted, the tac-

tic called "guaranteed absence" might be used* The opposition

leader was "called out of town." In other cases, selected

leaders took the role of "balancing factors" to serve as

intermediaries between potentially dissident elements of the

leadership structure. The web of kin-relationships was

reported to be a powerful aid to the carrying through of
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decisions. Several leaders admitted the need for "give and

take" and "you help me on this, and I'll help you on that,"

but would not cite specific examples.

There were, of course, some differences of interests

and views among these various leaders, but there was still

enough homogeneity in their basically "conservative" atti-

tudes to hold in check most of the attempts of progressive

leaders to change things too much. The frequent inter-

actions of top influentials in informal activities appeared

to produce sentiments and norms much as Homans had theorized

(12:444). Southern County's leaders and informants repeatedly

stated that "all our leaders usually tend to work together."

The ability to "sit down and think and reason" was one of

the valued characteristics of leadership. The success of

these influential leaders was such that there had rarely

been any overt public issues in the county for years in

spite of the historic "rivalry" between two communities that

tended to create a “north-south split" in the county. The

consequence of the power system was that the participation

of the general citizenry in resolving problems and proposals

was virtually nonexistent.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
’

* V I • i
’•

•
* * *

’
‘

’ • ‘

The purpose in this study was to (a) identify the

most influential leaders in a selected county; (b) determine

operational patterns utilized by leaders to influence pol-

icy decisions; (c) reveal the structure of leadership

within the county; and (d) test procedures for the larger

field project being undertaken by the Department of Educa-

tional Administration, Supervision, and Field Services of

the University of Florida.

The general procedure of this study was an adapta-

tion of the reputational approach introduced by Floyd Hunter

(13) , incorporating certain measures of Wilson (33) along

with some interview guide suggestions of Agger (1)

.

Sociometric data were obtained to reveal those who

usually tended to work together or were close personal

friends in order to examine patterns of interaction among

the top leaders.

163
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The position and behavior of those identified as

influential leaders with regard to construction of a hos-

pital, the only overt public issue in the county, were

examined.

A questionnaire to determine the positions of those

identified as topmost influential leaders with regard to

selected problems, proposals, or projects was utilized.

This sought to validate the existence of a group or groups

of influential leaders in Southern County, their views and

operational procedures, and the structure of leadership for

county decision-making.

Findings

The county selected for this study was one of the

counties of small population in Florida. The county was

essentially rural. From this population, a relatively few

persons were nominated by original informants as being most

influential with county policy decisions, projects, and

,
•

issues.

Some authorities have criticized the premature

closure inherent in the reputational procedure. Consequently,

in this study all persons nominated as leaders and well-

informed residents were included on the presumed list of
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leaders. Zn addition, all persons holding county-wide

official positions for policy making, but Who were not nom-

inated, were arbitrarily added to the list of presumed

leaders. Opportunity to add names of presumed leaders was

provided throughout the study.

None of those persons arbitrarily added to the list

because of his holding a county-wide official position was

found to be an influential leader in Southern County.

There was a great difference between the degree of

influence among leaders identified in Southern County. For

example, a forced-choice-ranking procedure showed a range

of from 218.5 to 0 among the presumed leaders. The range

on this one measure for the top ten leaders was 218.5 to

38.

The three most influential leaders identified by use

of an index number were found to have an extent of influence

defined as county-wide, with extended state. Out of fifty

persons included on the preliminary list of presumed leaders,

only fourteen had a ranking as county-wide, or county-wide

with extended state influence. By use of both sociometric

analysis and reputational index numbers, the ten most

influential leaders were identified.
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Characteristics of the
most influential leaders

The ten most influential leaders of Southern County

as identified by the procedures of this study had the fol-

lowing general characteristics:

A. They were in the upper 5 per cent of the family

income range of the county.

B. Nearly all of them were born or reared in the

county and/or were married into long-established families.

C. They were identified with small business , com-

mercial, or banking interests even though the county was

classified as rural.

D. They were closely tied together by kin relation-

ships established through intermarriage, political patronage,

and business connections.

E. Most of them included formal or elective poli-

tical offices in some level of state county, or municipal

government during their careers in an apparent amalgamation

of government-business concerns.

F. They were residents of four of the five major

communities in Southern County — four of them living in the

county seat.

G. All of them were found to have at least county-
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wide influence; the top three leaders were attributed in-

fluence extending into state levels.

H. Most of their power was presumably derived from

economic , kin, and political ties.

I. They had completed formal education which was

considerably above the median of formal schooling completed

by the total population of the county.

J. They had generally conservative political and

economic views except where affected personally in matters

of common concern to business interests.

The structure of power

The following statements were significant to the

description of the structure of power in Southern County.

A. The existence of a monolithic-type power struc-

ture was evidenced by the almost complete lack of overt

public issues, by the frequent informal interactions re-
’

'

»

ported for those identified as among the topmost influen-

tial s in decision-making, and by the almost unanimous agree-

ment of decision-making bodies in proposals and the projects

brought to formal meetings. An analysis of the positions

of all the top influential leaders interviewed with refer-

ence to a number of public proposals and problems indicated
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a high degree of agreement. All of those identified as the

most powerful were in agreement and acted unilaterally in

the one overt public issue analyzed. Information gathered

on how decisions were accomplished indicated an informal

monolithic structure of power.

B. The inclusion of at least one member of each

formal decision-making board in the small core of topmost

influential leaders appeared to be an important factor in

adopting or blocking proposals or projects brought to these

legal boards.

C. The inclusion of a top influential leader from

each of four communities with more conservative and southern

views them the fifth community was an equally important fac-

tor in decision-making vfoich affected the county.

D. Formal elective positions even in local govern-

ment appeared to be means of directly carrying through

county projects and proposals to followers. Two of the top

influentials held key positions in different municipal gov-

ernments of the county. In the other two communities , top

influentials who already held another kind of elective

office were discovered to have frequent interaction with key

political officials in their own residential community.

E. No formal organizations consistently tended to
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be influential in policy decisions or served as an instru-

ment for policy making operations in Southern County.

The operation of power

The operational patterns of county leadership ap-

peared to have the following general characteristics*

A. Informal interactions often combined with social

activities were held frequently by the most influential

wielders of power in Southern County, Where problems and

projects were discussed and apparently rejected or sanc-

tioned prior to formal action by the legal decision-making
- ?..-?***.

s'

-

1

*
. i •

*
•

'•
• *

boards.

B. The web of kin relationships was an important

aspect of the communication system among leaders for carry-

ing through proposals and projects in the county.

C. The common interests of four of the five major

communities were represented by at least one of the most

influential leaders Who met frequently and informally with

the others.
•

*
: .

• f

D. At least one representative of each legal

decision-making body affecting the county was included among

the most influential leadership groups State Senate, House

of Representatives, Board of County Commissioners, and Board

of Public Instruction.
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E. Informal personal activity in opposition to the

• •

only issue, the proposed construction of a hospital, was

exerted by all but two of the top ten influentials • One
;> . . . ...

debated publicly against the proposal; the other was the

only one able to remain aloof. The issue was defeated.

A typical pattern of the exercise of power with

decisions in Southern County was as follows:

1. A project, proposal, or problem was initiated

which required a formal decision by government officials.

2. Prior to the meeting of the group legally con-

stituted with power to make the decision, several of the

most influential leaders in the county would meet informally

to discuss what should be done. This meeting reportedly

involved about six to fourteen persons and was usually held

at a home of one of the leaders, a privately owned fishing

camp, or a hunting lodge. In some of these meetings the

professional administrator of the county service involved

in the decision was invited to furnish technical information

to the group.

3. A decision was generally made at this informal

meeting with regard to what should be done about the prob-

lem, project, or proposal.

4. The decision made in this informal meeting was
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communicated to those persons concerned with making the

official decision in the four principal geographic centers

of the county. One or more of the most powerful leaders

resided in each of these geographic centers. Communication

was achieved by what was desr 4bed as a "fanning out" pro-

cess, usually involving kin relationships,

5, The formal decision on the matter was assured

by having one strong influential person as an official mem-

ber of the group charged with the decision. As stated above,

at least one representative of each legal decision-making

body affecting the county was included among the top influ-

entials

•

General Conclusions

A. Election to a county-wide office per se did not

guarantee recognition as an influential leader in decision-

making in Southern County,

B. A tremendous difference in power to move people

existed between the leaders identified in the initial inter-

views. Only fourteen persons in the entire county were

attributed county-wide influence.

C. The most influential leaders identified in

Southern County represented an almost complete amalgamation
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of business and political interests into a dominant mono-

lithic power structure in an essentially rural county where

government was an important contributor to the economy.

D. The power system operated through a variety of

informal interactions among leaders of four geographical

communities; the web of kin connections by blood, marriage,

or business relations; and representatives of all the

important legally constituted decision-making bodies affect-

ing the county.

E. The power system operated so effectively in

sanctioning decisions and initiating action that the parti-

cipation of the general citizenry in resolving problems and

proposals was virtually nonexistent.

General Implications

The term ’’power" has too often been denied as a

correlate of democratic society. Power and influence are

inherent characteristics of associated living. Determinants

of power are inextricably related to the commonly accepted

values of a society. Where democratic society becomes

segmented into power groups that lack communication, the

welfare of that society becomes dependent upon the interests

of the most powerful groups. Decision-making becomes the
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concern of such a group or groups in order to further its

narrowed self-interests at the expense of total society.

Only when there are continuous opportunities for individuals

with diverse interests to interact fully and freely are

decisions likely to be based upon shared common concerns.

A. Influential leaders should examine themselves

in terms of their function in democratic society to extend

their concerns to include the welfare of all the members

of the society rather than a favored few.

B. Members of society should examine their rela-

tionships to those involved in decision-making and should

share in the responsibilities for the solution of problems

affecting the general welfare.

C. Educational leaders should develop competencies

for identifying the leadership and assessing the power

potential of the administrative units to which they may be

assigned.

D. Educational leaders should develop the "know-

how" to work effectively with decision-making forces like

those identified in order to help develop purposes and goals

toward improvement of education in a democracy.

E. Educational opportunities should be provided for

all children to practice democratic living by sharing
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experiences in the processes of making, carrying out, and

evaluating decisions about problems of concern to them.

Recommendations for Further Research

The following recommendations are made for further

research*

A. Studies similar to this are needed in other

rural counties in order to compare findings with those of
*

.
,

. i

this study.

B. Studies are needed to determine whether there

is a relationship between the type of leadership roles

taken by the most influential leaders and the importance of

the government's contribution to the economy.

C. Studies are needed to determine the basic motiva-

;
"

• \ : f .

* •’», •

* *
•:

v

.

'

l '
•

’

! V ’ ‘ *
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'•
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tions of leaders in decision-making

.

D. Studies are needed to determine the power struc-

ture of a state unit of government.
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As a part of sons field studies from the University of Flor-
ida various students are going to be making a study of com-
munity leadership in several representative Florida counties
such as this one. To do this, some information is needed
from a number of people like yourself who are actively in-
formed about their county *® affairs so that leadership
activities can be summarized. All information given individ-
ually will be kept SSml^JkX. « Your views will
be of great help to this study.

True names are never used in the final analyses nor are your
personal opinions revealed individually to anyone else, but
we are required to ask you fear your frank opinions or views
about county affairs and the leadership that may have been
involved. The questionnaire asks some information about
yourself to help with tabulating the general sources of data.

XX.

Area*

Hale* Female

:

About how long have you lived in this county-
All ray life
Ho.of years

Xf not all your life, vftere did you move from most recently?
From another Florida county
From another state*

outside the U.6.

:

lure you married: Age bracket (May be estimated)
Under 24

*5-34
$5-44

45-54
>5-64
.65 or over

Do you have any school age children?
Yes

What ages are they?.

What is your regular occupation or job?
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Do you belong to any organizations or associations
listed below?

Name of Orcranization
| :

•
*

r
’ .... *'

j Hold

H what

u <0 Id of-

1
CH
0 P fices

1
sl
<pi

now
k ; .

•

' i [

!
si

Civic or Fraternal*
American Legion j

1!

American Legion Auxiliary
Knights of Pythias
Knights of Pythias Sisters
Lions Club
Masonic Lodge
Eastern Star
Woman's Club

t !

j

:

1

• r

Past
of-
fices
held

! !

I cot
I CM CD I

•rf G I

ft-S {

44-rf +> |

! 0 0)1 O.C 10 t

•PI CO N |

H-PI ,£! h-H

Farming

i

Farm Bureau
; i i ; ; i

Religious
(Church groups, etc.)*
Baptists
Church of God
Church of Christ
Church of Jesus Christ
Episcopal
Methodist
Methodist Men's Club
Mormon
Presbyterian

t i

t i

i i

i t

i i

i t

i i

i t

i i

I

i

i

!

I

Politicals til i

1 i

t

I ! ! J
i

Professionals
i : ! i

i i i i

i i

1

1

F.E.A. i

i i i

Others

s

i i i ;

: : : : i !

P.T.A.
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Questions:

1. Do you belong to any of these listed?
2. Do you attend regularly?
3. Do you hold an office at present? What office?
4. Have you held any past offices? Please list.
5. Are you a member of any committees in the

organization?
6. How many years have you been a member?

Which three or four of these organizations listed previously
would you say are the most influential in the making of any
important decisions affecting the whole county? In order of
importance, how would you rate them?

What, in your personal opinion, are the most important issues
(or problems or projects) of county-wide concern that have
been resolved within the past several years, or may have to
be decided in the near future in this county?

la

Zx

lx

-Li_
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Suppose a major issue (or problem or project) were before the
county: one that required decision by a group of leaders that
nearly everyone would accept. Which people in this county
would you choose to make up this group of leaders—regardless
of whether or not you know them personally?

A. With regard to issues vdiich come before the board of
education?

— ..... ' •

(You may think that some of these leaders will overlap)

B. With regard to issues which come before the county
commission?

C. With regard to any other matters of county-wide impor-
tance or general welfare?

Do you associate any of these people named to sort of tend to
work together? (Indicate by drawing arrows to connect these)
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In your opinion, when you think of leadership as the ability
to lead others, who would vou name in the order of importance
as the most influential in county affairs? Who do you feel

are the top leaders in countv affairs?

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

i

4. 9.

- ' i t C
‘ * V •

i

' f V
!

’•
1 : i, » (i 10.
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Notes This form to be used only for original "judges."

In order to make an intensive coverage of this county,

it has been divided into five principal geographic areas (Show

map) . Would you list four to six other "informed" residents

like yourselves for each of these general areas who might be

willing to help out with this study of leadership in the

county?

Area 1, Area 3.

Area 2. Area 4.

Area 5.





Interview Guide B

I.

As a part of some field studies from the University of Flor-

ida various students are going to be making a study of com-

munity leadership in several representative Florida counties

such as this one. To do this, some information is needed

from a number of people like yourself who are actively in-

formed about their county's affairs so that leadership

activities can be summarized. All information given individ-

ually will be kept completely confidential . Your views will

be of great help to this study.

True n^wx^p! are never used in the final analyses nor are your

personal opinions revealed individually to anyone else, but

we are required to ask you for your frank opinions or views

about county affairs and the leadership that may have been

involved. The questionnaire asks some information about

yourself to help with tabulating the general sources of data.

II.

Area:

Males Female: -

About how long have you lived in this county?

All my life
No.of years

If not all your life, where did you move from most recently?

From another Florida county

From another state: -
From outside the U.S.:

-

Are you married? Age bracket (May be estimated)

Yes Under 24

No 25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 or over

Do you have any school age children?
Yes
No

What ages cure they? __

What is your regular occupation or iob? —
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Check
10 most
influen-
tial
leaders

Rank

Order

Usually
tend to
work
together

Are
close
personal
friends

1. Willv Abel

2. Ira Adams

3. Harrv Austin

4. David Brooks

5. Thomas Brooks

6. William Brooks

7. Jim Brown

8. W. J. Bryan

9. Ben Butler

10. Cliff Bvrd

11. Georae Campbell

12. Louis Dixon

13. Christopher Dodcre

14. Prank Elliott

15. Allen Farnum

16. Jack Finlev

17. B. L. Green

18. Bvron Haines

19. Lionel Haines
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Check
10 most
influen-
tial
leaders

Rank

Order

Usually
tend to
work
together

Are
close
personal
friends

20. Davis J. Hamilton

21. Sid Harris

22. Daniel Hart

23. Emmanuel Henshaw

24. Harold Lockwood.

25. Michael LYnn

26. John J. Martin

27. Harrv Master

28. Fred Merritt

29. B. G. Odum

30. P. A. Perrv

31. G. L. Polk

32. D. E. Prescott

33. W. K. Price

34. Jerrv Pvle

35. D. G. Reddina .

36. Wendell Robinson

37. Harvev Sanders

38. J. D. Smith



Check
10 most
influen-
tial
leaders

Rank

Order

Usually
tend to
work
together

Are
close
persona]
friends

39. Kennv Thomas

40. C. P. Underwood

41, R. B. Walker -
: .

. . / "

42. James Wallace '
.

43. Frederick Wheeler

44. _B. B. Williams.fir.

45. B. B, Williams,Jr.

46. N. 0. Wood

47. Jay D. Wricrht

48.

49. . ... ___

.SSL
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In every community# some people tend to have more influence in

the affairs of community decision-making than others. We need

the best judgment of people like yourself about the leadership

roles you believe these people take in county affairs. You may

wish to add other names to this preliminary list and rate their

influence.

Preliminary List

County-
wide with
extended
state

County-
wide
influ-
ence

Local
commu-
nity
influ-
ence

No
known
influ-
ence

Don't
know
him

Willv Abel

Ira Adams

Harrv Austin

David Brooks

Thomas Brooks

William Brooks

Jim Brown

w. J. Brvan

Ben Butler

Cliff Bvrd

Georcje Campbell

Louis Dixon

Christopher Dodae

Frank Elliott

Allen Farnum

Jack Finlev
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Preliminary List

County-
wide with
extended
state

County-
wide
influ-
ence

Local
corarau-

nity
influ-
ence

NO
known
influ-
ence

Don't
know
him

B. L. Green

Bvron Baines

Lionel Haines

Davis J. Hamilton

Sid Harris

Daniel Hart

Emmanuel Benshaw

Harold Lockwood

Michael Lvnn

John J. Martin
:

Harrv Master

Pred Merritt

B. G. Odum

P^ A, Perry __ .

G. L. Polk

D. E. Prescott

w. k. Price

P.i. Gi R.eddte
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Preliminary List

County-
wide with
extended
state

County-
wide
influ-
ence

Local
commu-
nity
influ-
ence

No
known
influ-
ence

Don’t
know
him

Wendell Robinson

Harvev Sanders

J. D. Smith

Kennv Thomas

C. P. Underwood
i

'
'

R. B. Walker

James Wallace

Frederick Wheeler

B. B. Williams. Sr.

B.«_ B. Williams*Jr

.

k * * '

N. 0. Wood

Jav D. Wricrht
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Leadership Evidence

Hospital Issue :

What did you observe the influential leaders you have named
to do in connection with this issue?
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Extent of Involvement and Influence
on Selected Issues or Problems

Which of the previous list of leaders would you say was defi-
nitely involved in the issues that are named?

Would you say that this person listed had (Much, Some, or
Little) influence on the particular issue?

Use Key* A. Much
B. Some
C. Little

ISSUES: Hospital

Name:
Def.
Inv. Extent

Def.
Inv. Extent

Def.
Inv. Extent

Def.
Inv. Extent

1.

2.

3.

4.

-5*.

6.

7,

8.

9, .

1ft. . -
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Evidence of Leadership

Other Issues. Problems, or Projects:
1.

What examples of good leadership by some leaders about

an issue, problem, or project in this county can you

describe?

2.

How do leaders in the county usually go about deciding

what ought to be done?

EXAMPLES:

3.

If leaders in the county believe that something ought

to be done. What would they do to "put things across"?

EXAMPLES:
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Attitudes of People in the County

Check Which*

A. What is your personal attitude towards or — if

you prefer,

B . What do you think the attitude of most of the

influential leaders of this county is towards

1. The growth of the county in 10 years*

Would like the population to be*

Somewhat smaller than its present population.
About the same size as it is now.
About twice its present size.
About five times its present size.

2. Unemployment in the United States*

Government in Washington, D. C„ must take action
to solve it.
Problem will have to run its natural course.

3 . Agriculture*

Favor 100% parity price supports.
Favor 90% parity price supports.
Favor some kind of guaranteed minimum
price supports. %
Do not favor price supports.

4. Agricultures

Whether there should be any controls by the federal
government over the production of the agricultural
commodities that are supported?

Yes.
No.
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5. Business:

Pavor laws by the federal government to protect "small
business" against "big business"?

Yes.
No.

6. Housing:

Pavor using federal-local funds for providing low-
rent housing units?

Yes.
No.

7. Hospital:

Pavor using federal-local funds for construction of
hospital facilities in a suitable location?

Yes.
No.

8. Property Assessments:

Reduce the assessed valuation of property.
Hold the line on assessed valuation of property.
Gradually increase the assessed valuation.
Considerably increase the assessed valuation.

9. Racing Commission funds:

Continue the present distribution between schools
and county government.
Change the way these funds are distributed.

10.

Educational-type Project:

Pavor the proposed project for the county?

Yes.
No.
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11. Increasing salaries of*

County Commissioners:

Yes.
No.

.
> i < . . .

School Board Members

:

Yes

.

No.

Other Elected County Officials!

Yes.
No.

School Teachers:

Yes.
No.
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